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ABSTRACT 

The Zubarev equation of motion method has been applied to an anharmonic 

crystal of O( ,,4). All possible decoupling schemes have been interpreted in 

order to determine finite temperature expressions for the one phonon Green's 

function (and self energy) to 0()\4) for a crystal in which every atom is on a 

site of inversion symmetry. In order to provide a check of these results, the 

Helmholtz free energy expressions derived from the self energy expressions, 

have been shown to agree in the high temperature limit with the results 

obtained from the diagrammatic method. Expressions for the correlation 

functions that are related to the mean square displacement have been derived 

to 0(1\4) in the high temperature limit. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The anharmonic contributions which arise from the terms beyond the 

quadratic terms in the Hamiltonian affect the thermal and dynamic properties 

of phonons in different ways. For example, in one of the thermal properties, 

~, the specific heat, the anharmonic terms give rise to contributions 

2 proportional to T, T etc. that are either above or below the Dulong Petit 

(harmonic) limit 3R. On the other hand, dynamic properties are characterized 

by a shifting of the phonon frequencies from their harmonic value ~kj. In 

" addition, there are lifetime effects from the broadening of the response 

function. The shift and the half width are proportional to T, T2 etc. in the 

high temperature limit (~uJD «1 where ~D is the Debye frequency). 
aT 

It is well known by now that the terms proportional to T in both the 

specific heat and phonon shift arise from " 2 terms (cubic and quartic terms) 

of the Hamiltonian whereas the width arises only from the cubic term. Here,A 

is the Van Hove ordering parameter. 2 All the T contributions to specific 

heat arise from the )\ 4 terms of the Hamiltonian which includes contributions 

from the sixth degree term, the cubic and fifth degree terms, the interaction 

among the fourth degree terms and a combination of interactions from the cubic 

and quartic terms. The method by which to extend perturbation theory to 

4 1 O()\ ) was formulated as early as 1971 by Shukla and Cowley. In their paper, 

all the finite temperature contributions to the Helmholtz function were 

evaluated by the diagrammatic method, and some numerical estimates of these 
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contributions (diagrams) were made. The one phonon self energy terms which 

give rise to the phonon width and shift can be generated by cutting (once) the 

free energy diagrams. In other words, if one has the knowledge of the one 

phonon Green's functions (hence the self energy) to o( A4), it is possible to 

obtain not only all the free energy contributions up to 0(A4) by integrating 

over a formal coupling constant, but one can also obtain complete expressions 

for the phonon width and shift and the two operator correlation functions. 

The correlation functions are related to mean square displacement (MSD) and 

with modifications to mean square velocity (MSV). 

In recent years, simulation methods (Monte Carlo, Molecular Dynamics) 

have been used to calculate the thermal properties as well as the MSD for both 

weakly and strongly anharmonic crystals. The advantage of simulation methods 

is that they include all orders of anharmonicity as no Taylor expansion of the 

2 potential function is required. For example, Heiser calculated the MSD for 

rare gas solids using a nearest neighbour Lennard-Jones interaction potential, 

and made a comparison of his results with the MSD obtained from the lowest 

order perturbation theory (i\2). The comparison showed clear evidence that 

the higher order contributions must be included in the theory in order to 

provide a good comparison with molecular dynamics results. As mentioned 

before, once the one phonon Green's function is known to 0(1\4), then the MSD 

to O()\4) can be obtained as a byproduct. 

3 In a recent calculation, a comparison of the equation of state results 

was made for the Monte Carlo method and the 1\ 4 perturbation theory. This 

comparison revealed a large disagreement between the results obtained by the 
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two methods and suggests it is worthwhile to check whether all the 

contributions to free energy of O(A 4) were included in the calculations 

correctly. 4 Once again, knowledge of the one phonon Green's function to O(~ ) 

will allow this check to be made. 

It has been observed in alkali halides4 that the phonon width and shift 

varies as AT + BT2 where A and B are constants. For these compounds there is 

a need to evaluate all contributions which give rise to the T2 term (all arise 

from )\4). 

There are different methods of generating Green's functions such as the 

diagrammatic5 ,6 method, the functional derivative method7 and Zubarev's 

equation of motion method. 8 The last is used in this thesis because it is 

conceptually, by far, the simplest. The main ingredient in this method is the 

Heisenberg equation of motion. The major disadvantage of this method is that 

the solution of the lowest order (two operators only) Green's function 

requires the knowledge of many higher order Green's functions. In fact, a 

hierarchical chain of equations is generated. In order to truncate this chain 

to a finite number of terms, one needs to: (1) retain only terms to a given 

order in }\and (2) consistently apply a decoupling scheme to higher order 

Green's functions. 

It is not obvious at first sight that a decoupling of higher order 

Green's functions into a product of correlation functions and lower order 

Green's functions will lead to sensible results. In the past, only one 

9 comparison has been made by Gluck where the decoupled results yielded the 

self energies to O()\2) in agreement with those obtained from the diagrammatic 
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method. The main objective of this thesis is to derive the one phonon Green's 

function (and identify the one phonon self energies) to O( A4) using Zubarev's 

method. It will provide a test for decoupling procedures for a very 

complicated Hamiltonian for the first time ever. The thesis is structured as 

follows. 

Chapter One will provide a brief review of lattice dynamics and introduce 

the related symbols to be used throughout. 

In Chapter Two, the representation of the two operator correlation 

functions, and the corresponding one phonon Green's functions are introduced. 

8 A brief summary of the derivation by Zubarev of a spectral relation for 

double time temperature dependent Green's functions is provided. This 

relation is needed in order to evaluate two operator correlation functions 

from the one phonon Green's functions. 

In Chapter Three, the Zubarev equation of motion method is applied to an 

anharmonic crystal to O(j\2). The derivation of the one phonon Green's 

10 function has been determined by Shukla and Muller, and is presented here to 

"11 h h d f h 1 d i hi· ( "A 2). 1 ustrate t e met 0 or t e owest or er n an armon C1ty /\ The 

general procedure for the decoupling of the higher order Green's functions 

generated by this method is explained. The spectral relation is used to find 

the two operator correlation functions in the nondiagonal representation that 

are related to MSD and MSV. An application of the appropriate correlation 

function to the Debye Waller factor, the M~ssbauer effect and the phonon 

limited resistivity of metals follows. 

In Chapter Four, the methods of Chapter Three are consistently applied to 
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the crystal Hamiltonian where the anharmonic terms are retained to o( ~4). 

All the decoupling possibilities are interpreted in order to determine all the 

contributions to the one phonon Green's function and self energy to O()\4) 

which contribute to a Bravais lattice or a lattice where each atom is on a 

site of inversion symmetry. The expressions are checked in the high 

temperature limit by comparing expressions for the free energy derived from 

1 the self energy results and those of Shukla and Cowley obtained through the 

diagrammatic method. The correlation functions related to the MSD are 

evaluated in the high temperature limit. 

A discussion of the results obtained in Chapter Four is presented in 

Chapter Five and the Conclusions follow. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Lattice Dynamics 

The general position vector of any atom in a perfectly periodic crystal 

can be specified by 

(l.l) 

I. where ,!.o (:x: ) is the equilibrium position of the X th atom in thei th unit cell 

and ,!!.{ 4) is the corresponding displacement due to thermal fluctuations. 

Assuming the potential energy (~) is a function of the instantaneous 

position of all atoms in the lattice, then ~ can be expanded in a Taylor 

series in the powers of atomic displacements. This allows the Hamiltonian to 

In Eq. (1.2) the first two terms in the Taylor series expansion of ~ have 

been omitted because the first one is zero if the zero of potential energy is 

taken to occur for the equilibrium configuration while the second term 

vanishes because the force on any particle in equilibrium must be zero. In 



Eq. (1.2) M?C is the mass 

time derivative of the «.. 

7 

.. fl 
of the:X th a tom in each uni t cell, u £il ( )l) 

Cartesian component of !(~) and 

Eacho( is understood to run over the Cartesian indices x, y and z. 
n 

is the 

(1. 3) 

Retaining the first two terms in Eq. (1.2) gives the harmonic approximation to 

the Hamiltonian. The last term in (1.2) includes all anharmonic 

contributions. 

The equations of motion for the anharmonic lattice are: 

(1.4) 

Eq. (1.4) can be Fourier analysed with the following expansion of ~ (~) in 

the form of plane waves. 

(1.5) 
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where N is the number of unit cells in the crystal. For the normal mode 

described by the wave vector Jt. and the polarization index j, W kj is the 
""" k angular frequency and e(?C/~) is the associated eigenvector. The wave 

........ J 

vector k is restricted to the first Brillouin zone of the lattice • .....,. 

known as the phonon displacement operator and is defined as a linear 

+ combination of the phonon creation (a k') and annihilation operators (~kj) 
_J ~_ 

such that: 

(1.6.a) 

a.,T . + d .:: 11 . 
IJ -~J -15) (1.6.b) 

The ~ indicates the Hermitian adjoint operation. Since the normal 

coordinates for displacement and momentum are conjugate variables, the 

11. appropriate expansion of p~ C,c) is given by: 

(1. 7) 

where Bkj is known as the phonon momentum operator for the mode (~) and is _ J 

defined as: 

B!;, :: a.1J Ol r . 
-!.J (1.8.a) 

8'1- . t 
-tl ;:;, a. . -a. -1:J -J5J -J$J -lJ 

(l.B.b) 
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R. I. 
Substituting Eq.'s (1.5) and (1.7) for uo(~) and Pol (jC) respectively 

into the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1.2) will provide the second quantized form of 

11 the Hamiltonian for an anharmonic crystal (see Born and Huang ). 

where 

and 

H :: 
~ 

(1.9.a) 

(1. 9. b) 

(1.9.c) 

~ 14 In Eq. (1.9.c) /\ is the Van Hove ordering parameter and it will be set to 

unity at the end of a calculation. It is defined as the ratio of the square 

root of the mean square of atomic displacement to the interatomic distance. 

The Vn(k1j l ••• k j ) coefficients are the Fourier transforms of the 
"" ,.,n n 

corresponding atomic force constants defined by Eq. (1.3). Throughout the 

remainder of this thesis, wherever Vn(~1jl ••• k j ) appears, it is understood 
"-L ,..n n 

that it is to be multiplied by "n. They also are completely symmetric in the 

indices ~1 j l' ~2j 2 ••• ~njn and are defined as: 

(1.10) 
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where 

(1.11) 

The RHS of Eq. (1.11) vanishes unless the sum of the wave vectors multipled by 

21r is zero or a reciprocal lattice vector in which case it has the value of 

unity. In equation (1.10), the convenient representation of ~ljl' .!t2j 2 ~ 

by 1, 2 etc. has been employed. The P(~ljl "'~njn) are defined in 

reference (11). 
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CHAPTER TWO 

I. Time Correlation Functions 

The average over the grand canonical ensemble of a product of operators 

in the Heisenberg representation allows for the inclusion of both temperature 

and time dependence in the theoretical discussion of problems in statistical 

mechanics. Furthermore, insight can be gained into many problems by 

considering such averages for operators involving two times only. They are 

known as double time temperature dependent correlation functions and are 

represented by: 

(2.1.a) 

F:o 0 (t t J) = < 01 (f) 0 (f ') > 
I)" J ~ 

(2.Lb) 

where 0l{t) and 02(tf) are the Heisenberg representations of an operator or 

product of operators at times t and t l respectively. 

OCt) :: C 
- ('fit/it 

e 

In Eq.'s (2.1.a) and (2.i.b) the angular bracket is defined as 

(O(t) > 

(2.2) 

(2.3.a) 
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where H is the time independent Hamiltonian. Since the chemical potential is 

necessarily zero for a phonon field, Eq. (2.3.a) is then equivalent to 

averaging over the canonical ensemble only. The Z in Eq. (2.3.a) is the 

partition function for the canonical ensemble and is given as: 

l = Tr(e -/if!) (2.3.b) 

where the Tr is defined as: 

The J n> are the eigenfunctions of H with associated eigenvalue En. Here,,P 

is equal to -r4::. where kB is the Boltzmann constant. 

"YJT 
In the case of statistical equilibrium, the double time correlation 

functions can be shown to depend on the difference of t and t' only. In this 

thesis, correlation functions of the form of Eq. (2.1) will be considered when 

0l(t) and 02(t') are replaced by the appropriate phonon displacement and 

momentum operators which are defined in Eq. (1.6) and Eq. (1.8). 

The evaluation of these double time correlation functions cannot be 

determined by generating their equations of motion. The difficulty involved 

in this method is in determining and satisfying the boundary conditions 

required for direct integration of such an equation. 

An alternative method is to determine the appropriate generalization of 

the desired correlation function in the form of double time, temperature 

8 dependent Green's functions. This is the method that will be used in this 

thesis. 
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II. Double Time Temperature Dependent Green's Functions 

Green f S functions were used ,in quantum field theory for a second 

quantized Hamiltonian before they were applied to statistical physics. 

However, since either the problem of interacting quantized fields or a system 

of interacting particles can be formulated in terms of second quantized 

Hamiltonians, it is not surprising that Green's function techniques can be 

applied to statistical mechanics. The major difference in the two problems is 

that the latter must use temperature dependent Green's functions. 

The correlation functions involving phonon displacement-displacement 

operators or phonon momentum-momentum operators are closely related to 

observable phenomena. These correlation functions are related to the Green's 

8 function through the spectral relation. There are three such types of 

Green's functions: the retarded G (t,t'), the advanced G (t,t') and the 
r a 

causal G (t,t'). The causal Green's function cannot be continued analytically 
c 

in the complex energy plane and is, therefore, inappropriate for generating 

spectral relations. The other two are defined as: 

G,..(t)t l ) :: -.ie(t-tl)<[OJ(t),~lt/)]> =«O,lf)j O2 (to) »r 
(2.5.a) 

G (t t/):: -l,e (t~t:.)<[OJ (t)) OJ. (t')]) = «OJ tr)j 0, Ct/»> 
~ ) ~ ~ 

(2.5.b) 

where 6- (t - t') is the Heaviside uni t step func tion and is defined as: 

• ) 

. 
) 

(2.6) 
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G(t - t i ) is discontinuous at t = t' and, therefore, the Green's function is 

not defined at this point. The represent the commutator of two 

operators. 

(2.7) 

These double time Green's functions can be shown to depend only on the 

difference of t and tl. In the specific case of double time Green's 

functions, spectral theorems have been derived that relate the Fourier 

transforms of the Green's function, and the appropriate correlation function. 

The Fourier transform of Green's functions can be analytically continued in 

the complex energy plane. It is through this analytic continuation that the 

boundary condition problems inherent in directly integrating the equation of 

motion of the correlation functions are solvede 

III. Spectral Relations for Double Time, Temperature Dependent Green's 

Functions 

From the definitions in Eq.'s (2.3.a), (2.3.b) and (2.4) and the 

resolution of identity, the correlation functions in Eq. (2.1) can be written 

as: 

du.r 

(2.B.b) 
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where I(~) (called the spectral intensity) is the Fourier transform of 

FO 0 (t - t') and is given as: 
2 1 

-,1£ r 
Ilw):=.i. L. <n 10, (0) II??) <m J 0,2. (o)/n > e fI1 J (Efh - En - fA) ) 

rmll 
J (2.9) 

In the above equations, GO is understood to be representative of energy and 

the S (E - E - W) is the usual Dirac delta function implying the m n 

conservation of energy. 

8 Zubarev, has shown that I(~) can be related to the retarded or advanced 

Green's functions defined in Eq.'s (2.5) by the following spectral theorems: 

(2.10.a) 

(2.10.b) 

where GV is now representative of angular frequency. The choice to use 

retarded or advanced Green's functions and their corresponding spectral 

theorem is arbitrary. Following the usual convention of the literature, 

retarded Green's functions are employed in this thesis to derive the self 

energy of the phonons as well as the various correlation functions for an 

anharmonic crystal. 

IV. Equations of Motion for Green's Functions 

In order to determine G (~), which is the Fourier transform of G (t - t'), 
r r 

the equation of motion of G (t - t') is generated by the method described 
r 
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8 in Zubarev. The equation of motion of G (t - t') is determined by 
r 

differentiating it with respect to t. This gives 

t.: rl &. (t-tj r .:: 
cit 

t«4.:d~(t) . 0 (t/»> 
cl.t ~).2 r 

With the use of the relationship between e (t) and £' (t), namely, 
r 

e (t) :: f [(t) tit-
-00 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

and the Heisenberg equation of motion of 0l(t), Eq. (2.11) can be written as: 

(2.13) 

Eq. (2.13) reveals the major difficulty in employing the equation of 

motion method. The Green's function on the RHS of Eq. (2.13) is generally of 

a higher order (more operators) than the original Green's function. Equations 

of motion of these Green's functions can be generated, but this in turn 

generates new Green's functions of even higher order. This process results in 

generating an infinite hierarchical chain of equations. This chain is 

automatically terminated into a finite number of terms in some simple systems 

(~, a harmonic oscillator). In other cases (e.g., for an anharmonic 

system) approximations are needed to determine the required Green's 
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functions. Approximate methods are based on physical arguments, such as 

making extensive use of the ordering parameter <)\> as well as decoupling 

procedures explained in detail later on in this thesis. The application of 

the equation of motion method to an anharmonic solid, where the Hamiltonian is 

retained to O<~2>, is the subject of the next section. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Application of the Equation of Motion Method 

2 to an Anharmonic Lattice of o{ A } 

I. Overview 

+ The Green's function «~j{t}; ~'j,{t'}»r arises from Eq. {2.S.a} 

+ with 0l(t} and 02{t'} replaced by ~j{t} and A~'j,{t'} respectively. For 

convenience it is represented by Gt~:{t - t'}. This Green's function is 
... -

connected with one phonon processes where the initial phonon of wave vector 

{k} and polarization index j interacts with the anharmonic Hamiltonian to --
produce a final phonon of wave vector {k'} and polarization index j'. 

,v 

Conservation of momentum will require that k' = k. However, no such ,... ...., 

restriction can be placed on j and j'. In this thesis all results are derived 

without making the diagonal approximation. The diagonal contributions from 

the anharmonic terms result from taking the limit j ---) j'. 

The main importance of G~~:{t - t'} to this section is that through 
,.. .... 

the spectral relation of Eqo {2.l0.a} a knowledge of this Green's function is 

sufficient to determine + 
<Ak'j,{t'}~j{t}> {written for convenience as 

,.. -
It is easy to see that this correlation function is 

required in the evaluation of the MSD in the following manner. From Eq. {l.S} 

and Eq. {1.6.b} we find 
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Similarly from Eq. (1.7) and dividing by M,c will result in the following 

expression for MSV. 

<!((t)· X'~}> = ./fJ 11 ~(jC/IJ);/(~:Y(wl< . WK,/)i 
j(J; J,... J "" J -

;J"'.i (/$ -k") • I<~ (t ).,.. > 
• e "- "- < B fJ" ~J' 

(3.0.b) 

+ The correlation function <Bk'j,(t')Bkj{t» can also be obtained from 
, - ~ 

G~~,(t - t') as will be shown later. The MSD is required for any -.... 
theoretical discussion of the Debye Waller factor, and the phonon limited 

resistivity of metals is obtained from J~~:(t - t'). The MSV is related 
,..-

to the Mossbauer effect. An application of the results for J~~:(t - t') --to the above problems is presented in this section, following its derivation. 

In addition all contributions to the one phonon self energy to a given 

order in 1\ can be determined by applying the equation of motion method to 

jj' Gkk,(t - t') while retaining terms in the Hamiltonian to the same order 
.... -
inA. To O{~2) the self energy is well known and has been derived by a 

variety of methods. However, to O()\4) the one phonon self energies are not 

known and their derivation will be the objective of Chapter Four. 
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II. 
jj' 2 

Derivation of Gkk,{tJ) to O(J\ ) 
...~ 

10 The following is a review of a derivation by Shukla and Muller with the 

exception that the results will be expressed in the nondiagonal 

representation. 

d Applying the operator (idr) to Eq. (2.11) the equation of motion of 

G~~:(t - t') is found to be -- , 
.i it Gj~,(f-t') " f{t-t') < [IJ ~J', 11;,/]) 

- .,<: e (t .. ·t') < [ ,i. d.. .I1/<J' (f), II: /J" (t'')] > 
cJ.t ,... ..-. 

(3.1) 

The equation of motion of ~.(t) is determined from the Heisenberg equation of 
... J 

motion of an operator. 

i .t 01. It/(J' (t) _ ..... 

dt 
In Eq. (3.2), the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1.9) is retained to O().2), and its 

(3.2) 

evaluation requires a knowledge of various commutators involving phonon 

displacement and momentum operators. These in turn require the commutator 

relations for phonon annihilation and creation operators which are: 
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(3.3) 

Making use of Eq. (3.3) it can be shown that 

where the operators are understood to be at equal times. The commutators 

involving the same operators (A or B) are zero. 

Since all A type operators commute, it follows that 

Then Eq. (3.1) can be written as 

W,. 
!J 

where the Green's function on the RHS of Eq. (3.6) is defined as 
.. ~ 

H~~,{t-t') = «B~jlf)fI;~/(t'))~ 
Eq. (3.6) implies that a knowledge of ~~:(t - t') is required in 

"' ... jj' finding Gkk,(t - t'). To determine the equation of motion of this 
....... 

related Green's function the equation of motion of B~j(t) is required. 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Once 

again, from the Heisenberg equation of motion for Bkj and the Hamiltonian 
" 

(1. 9), we find 
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exploited. 

jj' When Hkk,(t - t') is differentiated with respect to t, the result 
",,-'" 

is .. " 
.i rJ. II/~/ (t-t") :: :If(t-t/) fJ: K/ ~ j" 
dt ,." - '" ,.... ) 

+- f. '2:. V3(1) 1.,-lJ)« II, 112. (tJ; fJ:'"" (t") >~ 
1\ ,,2 ,...J 

(3.9) 

It was stated in the introduction, that the reduction of an infinite 

hierarchical chain of equations to a finite set would be accomplished in two 

ways: (1) by using an expansion parameter (A) to order the Hamiltonian and 

(2) by applying a consistent set of rules for decoupling higher order Green's 

functions that arise in the equation of motion method. The first mechanism is 

demonstrated in Eq. (3.9.b) where retaining terms in the Hamiltonian to O(~ 2) 

has resulted in only terms to O()\2) being retained in the equation of motion 

of ~i:(t - t'). This argument is easily extended to any order of A . 
The decoupling methods to be applied to the higher order Green's 
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functions and their justification follows. Consider the two higher order 

+ Green's functions in Eq. (3.9), viz. «A1(t)A2(t); Ak'j,(t'»> and 
..... 

«A1(t)A2(t)A3(t); A:'j,(t'»>. The Green's function that is multiplied by 

- 2 a term already of 0(,,), Le., «A1(t)A2(t)A3(t); ~,.,(t')>> (called 
,.. J 

E1(t - t'» is to be decoupled by Wick's theorem (see Appendix A) into a two 

operator correlation function and a two operator Green's function. Consider 

the alternative to decoupling E1(t - t'), i.e., solving for the Fourier 

transform of E1(t - t'), i.e., El(~}' to 0(1\°) since the term is already of 

0<A2). This solution can be shown to produce the same result to O(it2) for 

the V4 term in the Fourier transformed equation of motion of Htt:<t - t'}. --
The essential reason for getting this exact result to O()L2) by decoupling is 

as follows. When the equation of motion method is applied to O(~O} on 

E1(t - t'} a closed set of eight equations involving E1 (t - t') and seven 

other related Green's functions (as H is related to G) is obtained. When 

these eight equations are Fourier transformed, the resulting exact solution 

for El(~) includes many Kronecker delta's demanding the equivalence of pairs 

of indices representing wavevectors and their corresponding polarization 

indices. Simplification leads to the form of a two operator Green's function. 

Decoupling also demands the equivalence of pairs of wavevectors and 

polarization indices through the introduction of two operator correlation 

functions and the Green's function is clearly of the two operator form. 

This argument can be extended for similar types of terms when solving for 

jj' '\ 
Gkk'(~ to higher orders in/\. 

jj' 
For example, when Gkk'(~ is to --- --
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be solved to o( )\4), the equation of motion of Htt:(t - t') will have a 
"" ...... 

V6 (of o( A4» term that contains a six operator Green's function. Decoupling 

into a product of two operator correlation functions and a two operator 

Green's function or solving exactly for this Green's function will give the 

same result for the v6 term to 0(~4). The exact solution will involve a 

closed set of 32 equations involving all related six operator Green's 

functions. 

4 However, when considering the V term in the equation of motion of 

att:(t - t') to 0(~4), the Green's function E1(bJ) must be solved to 
.......... 
o( A 2) in order to give a result of o( ").. 4). This solution is still determined 

from a closed set of eight equations (involving El and seven related Green's 

functions) but now the numerators in the solution of El(~) contain higher 

order Green's functions. These higher order Green's functions are decoupled 

4 3 into two or three operator correlation functions depending on the V or V 

vertices, respectively. Similarly the Green's functions contained in the v3 

5 jO' 
and V terms in the equation of motion of Hk~,(t - t') must be solved to 

o( 1\3) and o( A) respectively_ 
..... -

In Eq. (3.9), the Green's function «Al(t)A2(t);~'j,(t'»> (called 
,.., 

D1(t - t'» must be solved to 0("') in order to get a solution of OCA2 ). 

This is the lowest nonvanishing order of this Green's function as decoupling 

yields the thermal average of one operator. This has been shown to be zero 

for a Bravais lattice.12 

The Green's functions D1(t - t'), D2(t - t'), D3(t - t') and D4(t - t') 

are listed below with their functional dependence explicitly stated. 
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;: «II, B.2 ; 11; J" » r 

-:: .« B, B.z j f}/~"J I' »r 
I'V (3.10) 

+ where the usual time dependency of B1(t), A2(t) and A k'j,(t') is understood. -The four operator Green's functions that arise in the equations of motion 

of D2, D3 and D4 are decoupled (as they are multiplied by a term of 

0(1l». One of these decoupling possibilities will not contribute to a 

12 BravQis lattice and is therefore not considered further. Terms of the form 

~(t - t')<[B1(t)A2(t),A+k 'j,(t ' )]> can be shown not to contribute to a Bravais 
..... 

lattice or a lattice with a basis where the position of each atom is at a 

f i · 12 centre 0 nverS10n symmetry. 

Fourier transforming the equations of motion of D1 , D2, D3 and D4 gives 

the solutions for Di (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). These solutions are 

sj' 
(J.(I,.l)-!;l'jW):' il..-L. (IJ .2jW) ~ \/3(-1,-2.)"$) G'/I/(/(W) 
~ '* ~ ,,3 -,.., "" - (3.11.a) 

where 

" ( I, :1.;W ) - (ltI,f~)( W,+W~) + (~-"1 )(w, -W.2) -
WI. t(W,t~)2. W a._ (W, ... W~ )1-

/If( 1,2;W) - ~ tl1{) (W, + W.z) -~ -'/VI) (41, - W.z.) -
lJ.}2.+- (WJ f~ yt W%-~-Wl,l· 
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(1l{--111) W 

W:t-(w,-~)2. 

(N, r~)w. t- ~-/~J w 
fA):t -(WI Ht.i)). ~ 2 - (w, ... ~ )l. 

(3.11. b) 

Both f 2(1,2;UJ) and f 3(1,2;GV) are not symmetric in 0V 1 and ~2 and 

therefore the order of the indices is relevant. In Eq. (3.11.b) the thermal 

+ + averages <A lAl> and <A 2A2> arise from decoupling the four operator Green's 

function in the equations of motion of D2 , D3 and D4 into a two operator 

correlation function and a two operator Green's function. They are to be 

evaluated in the harmonic approximation since the solution to D~~:(t - t') 
.... -

is only required to o( A). When evaluated in the harmonic approximation, they 

can be most easily obtained by employing the methods of this section with no 

anharmonic terms in the Hamiltonian. The general result is: 

/fJ 1-1/ ) = bK K ~. . NJ 
'" I).. ,... ",....t. J]) J2. (3.12) 

where 

N,: 2.n, 1-/ 
(3.13) 

and n1 is the occupation number of the mode (~') and is defined as 

n, 

(3.14) 
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+ + In Eq. (3.11.b) terms containing the sum of <B1Al> and <A2B2> will not 

contribute as their values are one and minus one respectively (see Appendix 

B). 

Throughout this thesis the required correlation functions are determined 

where one of the operators is the Hermitian Adjoint of that arising in the 

equations of motion of ~~:(t - t'). The Hermitian Adjoint form can be --easily obtained by allowing, for example, in Eq. (3.9)_k1 --~ ~kl and then 

using the relations of Eq. (1.6.b) or Eq. (l.B.b). This is clearly legitimate 

as the summation is performed over all~l. The value of the eigenfrequencies 

are unchanged by this operation. The sign of~l will of course change in each 

of its two locations in the Fourier transformed atomic force constants 

(vertices). However, this will not alter the "physics" of the problem (same 

type of self energy diagram). 

Fourier transforming both Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.9) yields 

(3.15.a) 

.. / 
W 6'JJ /lW) = 

KI< """\, 
, 

fA) H JJ (c)) :. 
,,~~ 

'" -

(3.15.b) 
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where the last term follows from decoupling E1(t - t') for which there are 

three equivalent pairing schemes. The symmetry properties of V4 have been 

used. 
j . I 

Solving Eq.'s (3.15) for Gk~'(U) and satisfying the conservation 

of momentum produces 

G if: ) : GJ({w) + fr bjJ(W) 2 ) i!::t ~ vq( I, -I) L<.J I~ -!i) IIl.t. 
!5 tW ~ 0 IS 0 J/' ( I; 1 

where 

t ~ ~ V3(~.,:..k.J) VSH'-11l//)~ (1,2jW) ) G k'/( w) 

6J . 
.!-J 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

The quantity in curly brackets can be identified as the one phonon self energy 

to O(~2). When the anharmonic terms in the RHS of Eq. (3.16) are ignored, 

the result is the harmonic approximation of G~jl(W), ~ G~j·(W)o. The 

Dyson-like equation of Eq. (3.16) is an integral equation and is to be solved 
•• , 2 

by iteration. Since we require the solution to G~J (W) only to o( A ), all 

that is required is one iteration, Le., setting ~fj"(W) .,. Gf j !l(4J)o. 

Then Eq. (3.16) can be written as 

t 
(3.18) 
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where 

and 

L V¥(I)"'I}~J~ -"((J )Ng 

::L (3.19.a) 

(3.19.b) 

.. , 
III. Derivation of the Correlation Functions associated with G~~ (~3~ 

.-

j"' The correlation function Jk J (t - tV) which is defined as 
/ .... 

J~J(t_t')" <A~{ (t'J/l"i(t» 
"" ... (3.20) 

can be expanded to O( >..2) as 

(3.21) 
•• I 

The Fourier transform of J~J (t - t')3 4' , 
•• I 

represented by J~J (~)3 4' can 
,... .. , ' 

be evaluated with the spectral relation of Eq. (2.10.a) from G~J (lu)3,4" 

In Eq. (3.19.a) we define 

5 =- Wi!j WI$,{' 

(w!l-w;J' )(W~wl: /) 
"" J 

.... 

(3.22) 

Expressing S in partial fractions and then finding 1m S( ov+ i~) yields the 
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following 

=.1. L. p(,/(/.2. f -E €) 
'I ~"t; 3 (ol, ~J' -.,{J. ~i') ((w-II.'<·h t r f>' + (AI-oli'kr y'H1 

(3.23) 

Then making use of the Dirac delta function representation 

(3.24) 

yields 

Substituting Eq. (3.25) into the spectral relation of Eq. (2.10.a) gives 

l:l -t 
(3.26) 

.. , 
The relationship between J~J (t - t') and its Fourier transform is given by 

. I f .... +'O J.J I - {,. (JJ (t" - t / ) 
JJJ( t-t") = dur JK ((()) e. 

,< 
..., -01) 

(3.28) 
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Substituting Eq. (3.26) into Eq. (3.28), taking the limit t --> t' and 

simplifying yields 

The nondiagonal representation of Eq. (3.29) can be expressed in the diagonal 

form by taking the limit j --> j'. Taking this limit requires the fundamental 

definition of a derivative: 

--

The diagonal result is 

d(N4 i) 

d(w~J) (3.30) 

Following the same procedure, it can be shown that the t ---> t' limit 

contribution to J from the V3_V3 interaction is 

where R(1,2,kj) is defined as 
"'" 

R(112)~j) =(~ t!l&) frc..JI"'~)~/ - ~.t' "6m] 
W~;" - (ltJ(1 ~) ~ 

.J,..IIII .1) [ W, - W.z. ) Nl!i - WJ<Jollf ,-.2)] 
~ vv.2 - IV, _ = _ 

W~J - (W,-W.z).2. 
..... 

(3.33) 
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In Eq. (3.33) N(1+2) is defined as 

I'{ It).) :: 
• 
) 

The diagonal representation of Eq. (3.32) is given by 

~ 

(JJ') - 2i L J1/'3(112J"~J)J ~)-i.J {/)2jW/lJ )[;ii. t 
!5. 3 - t. 2. j,.t (. () 3. ,.. w{(j 

(3.34) 

.2jJtn .(1) 0+/)1- N.fA) .r(N,t/tl~}(Wlf(A.~J "'~-AJ,YWJ-Wl.)J 
!J,!oJ J ~J!J l-W!(20J• -(W, t'W~)l. u: _ (f.IJ _ CAl. )2. 

~ ~J I ~ 

:l N (N +-tJ. ) .?. N ltv -II/.) } + fJJ)5.j (ltL) J J, t W!-J (J-.1J {' ~ I 

~~. - ~ + Gc{)2 ev~:J. - (w, -G{ ) Z (3.35) 

+ The correlation functions <B kj,(t')Bkj (t»3 4 are evaluated by 
,.. ,... , 

differentiating Eq. (3.28) with respect to both t and t' and using the result 

of Eq. (3.5). This yields 

(3.36) 

When the expressions for Jlj'(~)3 4 are substituted and the limit - , 
t ---~ t' taken, the following contributions are obtained. 

t 
(B 0.):: 

1< I K ... J ... J 'f 
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< B t . {3 .) =: -I} Z v '1('1-1) i<J ~ -!j ) ~ [-~J: t~tl1/( .(11.'1< --1;)1 
~ J f-J 'I "1 ~~J ,... :) ~ 'J ~ 

(3.37.b) 

.t ~ ) + /W-w..) /1/ (/1/ -ttl } 
\' J J (1-.2.) 1.. I 

WI.:t, -rw -w )~ 
,tcJ t - I L 

(3.37.d) 

Here f 1(1,2,!j), R(1,2,~j) and N(1+2) are defined in Eq.'s (3.11.b), (3.33) 

and (3.34) respectively. 
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IV. Application of the Correlation Functions evaluated to O(A~) 

(i) The Displacement-Displacement Correlation Function 

and the Debye Waller Factor 

The intensity of X-ray diffraction maxima for a crystal are affected by 

the thermal fluctuation of the atoms from their equilibrium position. The 

theoretical treatment of this effect yields the following expression for the 

intensity at temperature T. 
-..2W 

I (T) :: ro e. 
(3.38) 

where 10 is the intensity at T = OK. The term e- 2W is the Debye Waller Factor 

and represents the decrease in the intensity of the diffraction spectra as a 

result of thermal motion. -2W The most general form of the exponent of e ,for 

a monoatomic system, is given by 

(3.39) 

where 0{ ,;.1 are the Cartesian components of the difference in the wave vectors 

for the scattered and incident radiation and Ue< (J.) as well as ~ (}.) are 

defined by Eq. (1.5) where the?C index is suppressed. 

Suppressing the )( index in Eq. (3.0.a) and substituting into Eq. (3.39) 

yields (when k = k') ........... 

(3.40) 
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In Eq. (3.40) use has been made of 

(3.41) 

where the anharmonic contributions represented by the last two terms are 

understood to have a diagonal and nondiagonal representation. The exponent in 

the Debye Waller factor can then be written as 

(3.43) 

where the correlation functions are given in Eq's. (3.29), (3.31) (3.32) and 

(3.35) and the result of Eq. (3.12) has been used. 

(ii) The Velocity-Velocity Correlation Function and the Mossbauer Effect 

It was established experimentally by Mossbauer that a certain fraction of 

the transitions from the lowest excited state to the ground state for a 

nucleus in a crystal can occur without the recoil of the ¥ -ray emitting 

nucleus. The relativistic equivalence of mass and energy demands the 
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Mossbauer Peak in an emission spectrum be shifted from the difference in the 

first excited and ground state energy levels as follows. The nucleus 

decreases in mass by an amount £ m = -E"I/c2 where E't is the energy of the 

emitted ~ -ray. According to Rayleigh's Theorems a decreasing mass in a 

dynamical system increases the frequency of all normal modes which do not have 

a node at the site of the changed mass. The resulting increase in internal 

energy to first order is then 

fE" (Aft> = - (:~ .. em> = 
(3.44) 

2 where <v > is the MSV of the emitting nucleus and c is the velocity of light. 
e 

This energy must come from the emitted "if -ray which results in a "Second 

Doppler Shift". What is determined experimentally is the frequency shift of 

the peak. For comparison of theory and experiment Eq. (3.44) is restated 

using the first order Doppler shift for the change in energy of a moving 

source due to a change in its velocity, namely 

(3.45) 

It then follows from Eq. (3.44) that 

The expression for the MSV is given in Eq. (3.0.b). Suppressing the J( 

notation leads to 
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The orthonormality condition for the eigen vectors, namely 

determines that to O(~2) 

f· ./ 
J)J 

(3.48) 

<Ye (I)-YeW> = :l.~ l; ~J" [~J" t (6;J" Bfl"1, t<6~"4?~ 
(3.49.a) 

+ In Eq. (3.49.a), only the diagonal results contribute for <B kj,Bk '>3 4 and _ .... J , 

they are given in Eq's. (3.37.b) and (3.37.d). The harmonic result was 

obtained from Eq. (3.36) by ignoring the anharmonic terms. Its solution is 

--
(3.49.b) 

(iii) Phonon Limited Resistivity of Metals 

The nondiagonal Green's function in Eq. (3.18) can be applied to the 

13 phonon limited resistivity of metals. Shukla and Muller have evaluated all 

2 contributions to jP(T) that are of O(T ) in the high temperature limit by 

employing double time temperature dependent Green's functions. A brief 

description of their approach follows. 
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The general expression for l' (T) is given by 

.2 +,,() 

oI.~ ~/W(?;)I f otarS(~,tv) ~ur _ 
,..,. .1;,"'" liJ W } 

-ou (e-/ 
(3.50) 

where W{q) represents the screened electron ion pseudopotential form factor. 

The integration is to be carried out for q extending out to a sphere of radius 
"""" 

2kF where ~ is the Fermi radius. Hence Eq. (3.50) is applicable only to 

metals with a spherical Fermi surface of radius kFo The constant C is defined 

in reference (13). S(q,uJ) is defined as 
... 1-~ . t-

=..L J oi.-f e t;f.t} L 
,;e "IV -01) .,l .£ " 

< -(.' tf • ..t4, #J (t) ,i ~ ".f:l// (0) ') 
" e ,.... -~ C A.. A:. / 

(3.51) 

Expanding the product of exponentials and noting that all terms 

containing only odd powers of operators at equal time do not contribute allows 

S(q,w) to be written as .... 

(3.52) 

2 In Eq. (3.52) only terms required to give all the terms to O(T ) in the high 

temperature limit are retained. Sel(~,«J) is the elastic part of S~,~) and 

consists of equal time operators. It does not contribute to P (T). 

SZ(q,tJ) is defined as 
"'" 
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The remaining terms are defined in reference (13). 

When the expression for Uo( (t) in Eq. (1.5) is substituted (suppressing 

the J( index) into S2(~'~)' the result is 

'* 0 +0/) 
-I::- [cr.... e (:t)nrlf ~ r.!) (t"r#t t 

S.ft w) = L.. fl ",,,,, J UV i' J tit e </I. ·(t)fI. (oJ) 
~~) j J' 'firM (fA)' w /)i _.1\ lJ 1r' 

) ~J ~J ~ (3.54) 

where M is the mass of the ion. 

Similar expressions involving three operator correlation functions for 

S3(1'~) and four operator correlation functions for S4(~,aJ) were also 

2 evaluated in reference (13). All were evaluated from O()l ) theory which 

2 produces contributions of O(T ) in the high temperature limit. The 

contributions from the three and four operator correlation functions can be 

continued to O( ~4) using the one phonon Green's function results to O()\4) in 

Chapter Four. These contributions, however, will be of orders in temperature 

2 higher than T in the high temperature limit and since no temperature 

2 dependency higher than T has been observed experimentally, the evaluation of 

4 S3(q,w) and S4(q,w) to O( A) is unnecessary. Contributions to phonon .... ,.., 
limited resistivity from S3(~'W) represents an explicit anharmonic 

contribution from the cubic term in the Hamiltonian and those from S4(~'~) 

are identified with both the contribution of the Debye Waller factor and the 

first term in the multiphonon series. 
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S2(~,4J) has two contributions; one results from the diagonal 

representation, the other from the nondiagonal representation of 

+ <Aqj(t)A qj'(O». The exception is for cubic crystals where only a diagonal 
~ ,.,. 

contribution is possible. In reference (13) only the diagonal contribution 

was considered. The evaluation of S2(~,tJ) in the nondiagonal representation 

follows where the diagonal result can be found by taking the limit j -->j'. 

The integral in Eq. (3.54) is related to the Fourier transform of the 

double time, two operator correlation functions considered earlier. It can be 

evaluated by modifying the spectral relation in Eq. (2.10.a), a consequence of 

reversing the order of the operators in the definition of J(t - t'). The 

Fourier transform of <A .(t)A+ j'(O» is given by 
qJ q - ,.... 

_ Jdn -
(3.55) 

The G~j'(bI)3,4 are given in Eq's. (3.29.a) and (3.29.b) • 
... 
The non-diagonal expression for S2(~'tu) then follows from substituting 

Eq's. (3.29.a), (3.29.b) and (3.55) into Eq. (3.54). 
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- -<,~flt3 &, -rll{){f ( w -,t:J ~l') - f ( ~ --'3 ( 0, t~))] 
(01, WJi - ,{.t (.AJ'J/ ) ( 1It-t W"J 1_ Dt3 (W, '/-~)) ,.., "'" ..... 

f.(~ 0( ~-IIJ.) r(W--t.,w. . ./) ... ['(W -at, (fAJl-~))J 
("', W'J' -.t,. W"J / )(c<, W/J' - ~3 ((,() -W.,J) 

,.., "- '" I '" 

- KIDl:Lo(3~-':1)(~(4)-ol:l.W,tf) -f{ tv -4 (WI"~))J) 
C p(J W!J -ot~ w"l)(DI~ ~J/ - ot3 (w,-~)) ~3.57) 

Substituting Eq. (3.56) into Eq. (3.50) the nondiagonal expression for 

t~ 'h, V3(1,J/ )l~J.2 ,)i) V3(-l,J" ~J~,j/) ~ 
.... 

(3.58) 



= -.< 
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W!,/ ~,./(n,J'''''/) ... '1/f}~J"(?JJ" tl) 

(W}J - v..l'}J/ ) 
,.., -

and _ J -t-.l) cI.JJJ W S 
I2 - -0/) (e 4IiW_1 )(I_e-OkW) ot/o{~o(3 

= 9 ij '!( ,!J'('1o'H)~ (I,2i~J) 
("jJ-'j~/ -,J'w,f nJfC'}I+I),,r1,2>"~/) 

+- ,W,tJ wJ:j" (w,-w.z..) na .. .:o (no . .z) .,.,) {~-10} 
(w;; -(W,-tJj)~] [w~t' -~ -fP.2).7.) 

" ... 

(3.59.a) 

(3.59.b) 

The nondiagonal result for )D2(T) can be compared with the diagonal 

result in reference (13) by taking the limit as j --~ j' in Ii and 12• This 

produces 
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-
:: - 2. ft'li {,.}!'J' n'i (n,i t I) (2 n,.. J' + I) _..... ,... 

(3.60.a) 

CD 

t g W:J' (w,-~) ~,-~) (nCI_J)"f-' )~ -~) -

.a. 

... 8' VJ" J' ( W, - W.z )(n" J''''' I) n" J' (N,. -Il{ ) 
..... ,.... '" 

(3.60.b) 
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Making use of the following results 

the diagonal contribution of 11 to;o 2(T) is the same as the quartic phonon 

frequency shift contribution in reference (13). Similarly the first term in 

12 is the same as the cubic phonon frequency shift contribution in the same 

reference. The second term in Eq. (3.60.b) is equivalent to the contribution 

from the phonon width. However the third term in the diagonal representation 

for 12 is not accounted for in reference (13). The contribution tO~2(T) 

from this term is 

-
(3.61.a) 

where 

.t I y3( ~,J, ) ~J~) -'J') ) 
~ .... '" 

• 
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+ (N!,jt - N!/J; ) ( WIlli - W~j~ ) 

(c~(8ktu}J')-IJ(w!~ l"1d; -~jsJ ,..... 

(3.61.b) 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4 The One Phonon Self Energy to O{X) 

4 In this section, the one phonon self energy will be derived to O{X) for 

a Bravais lattice (or a lattice with inversion symmetry). Previously Shukla 

and Cowley1 used the diagrammatic method to find all contributions to free 

energy (to O{,,4» for a lattice with inversion symmetry. The self energy 

diagrams are closely related to free energy diagrams, and can be generated by 

cutting the free energy diagrams (once). The correctness of the self energy 

expressions derived in this chapter will be checked in the high temperature 

limit by comparing the free energy expressions obtained from the self energy 

expressions with the free energy contributions derived in Reference 1 (Table 

1). In addition, the high temperature limit contributions to the correlation 

function <~j'~j> are determined to O{~). This correlation function is 

related to MSD as shown in Eq. (3.0.a). 

II. Self Energy Diagrams and the Dyson Equation 

The one phonon self energy can be thought of as representing the 

interaction of a single phonon with the "phonon sea" where the "phonon sea" 

consists of all the quasiparticles attributable to the quantization of the 

lattice vibrations. 

One can then visualize a phonon {jr> entering on the left and as a 
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k result of the anharmonic interaction leaving on the right in the mode (1'). 

As stated previously, conservation of momentum has demanded that k = k', but 
"'" -

no such restriction on j and j' applies. This one phonon process can be 

represented by a diagram of the following type: 

j------- --- ... , 

J I , ' 
---->~--~f '~--~)----

/(# i<. d 
... J I I "- J L _________ J 

For the purposes of this section, the "box" will contain one of all possible 

intermediate phonon processes arising from the various anharmonic interactions 

to O(A4). As an example, the self energy expressions to O(A2), identified in 

Eq. (3.16), can be represented by the following two diagrams. 

Q ) v.CJv. ~ 
K' K· t 

7' ~ 
'\oJ 3 3 -'} 

1(. "'f IC~ -J ...J 

It is important to note that the results of Eq. (3.16) were obtained 

without any knowledge of the self energy diagrams. They have merely served as 

an identification scheme for the two terms. Similarly, the results of this 

section are derived without any reference to diagrams, but arise through 

considering all possible decoupling schemes. However, the large number of 

terms generated to O(~4) are much more easily grouped into similar terms by 

referring to the self energy diagrams as a bookkeeping device. 
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The one phonon self energies to be derived in this section can be 

identified by comparison with the Dyson like equation. 

In Eq. (4.1), the one phonon self energy is represented by L (kjr', w) which 
"" 

contains all the effects of anharmonicity. For the purposes of this section, 

the self energy will contain expressions only to O(~4). 

III. Derivation of the Self Energy Expressions 

(i) Decoupling Procedures 

The Hamiltonian for an anharmonic lattice to O(A4) is given by Eq. (1.9) 

where in H' only the first four terms are retained. Extending the arguments 

given in the 
•• I 

for GJJ (t -
k 

dt 

O(~2) treatment that led to Eq. (3.9), the equations of motion 
•• I 

t'} and. ~J (t - t') are found to be: ... 

w . 
I$J 

. ./ 
H J1 (t-t/j 

I( 
" (4.2.a) 
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(4.2.b) 

where for convenience the following definitions are employed. 

0, (IJ 2 ) -,l(J~t -f) :: «Alit}. (t) i IJ;J~ (t~)> 
£1 (1;2}3)-.511) t~t'):: « ~~ Ji3,ttJ; 11£, (t#)> 

F, (',2.; 3/1, -ffJ'j t-t'):: « It, 11,11'1 (t)/ 11~1 (ft))) 

I, ( '1 2 9 3) If) J) -1(/') t - t' ) :: « 11, II). fJ~ f}y Ilr J f1: ' (t > / 
"..J 

In order to generate all contributions to self energy to O(~), the 

higher order Green's functions on the RHS of Eq. (4.2.b) must be solved 

according to the methods explained on pages (22~l'). The implications are: 

Green Function ,oC)..) to be solved to_ Decoupling 

D1 3 No 

El 2 No 

F1 1 Yes 

I1 0 Yes 

As was mentioned in Chapter 3, E1(t - to) can be decoupled into a two 

operator correlation function and a two operator Green's function. The 

correlation function could then be solved to O(~) in order to evaluate the 

terms of O(A4). This procedure gives incomplete results as is evidenced by 
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the fact it gives rise to only renormalized self energy diagrams 

that are obtained 3 3 by inserting a bubble V ~ V , or a loop 

the self energy diagrams of O(~) , viz. the following two types: 

of the type 

Q v4, into 

and The other two renormalized self energy 

~ ~S ~ ~J~ 
diagrams, Viz~and can be 

~j Jf.{ ~f 
obtained by decoupling an 

E1(t - t'} type Green's function that arises in the solution of Dl (see part 

(ii}), but the expressions thus obtained for these diagrams will be 

incomplete. Therefore, in order to generate all contributions correctly to 

0(~4), the full solution for El is required to O()(}. 

The discussion presented in Chapter Three (pages21-~¥) suggests that 

F1(t - t'} should be solved to O(I\} without decoupling because it is already 

multiplied by V5 which is of 0(~3}. H th i i d' ~ th t 1\ owever, e m n mum or er 1n /' a 

F1(t - t'} can be solved, if decoupled, is )\ since both possible decoupling 

schemes (a two operator correlation function and a three operator Green's 

function or a three operator correlation function and a two operator Green's 

function) produce non-vanishing contributions of O()\}. Decoupling 

F1(t - t'} in this situation is analogous to decoupling E1 (t - t'} when 

. j' 2 
solving for G~ (W) to O( ")\. }. In that case, either decoupling or solving 

- 2 it exactly can be shown to produce the same results to O()(}. 

(ii) Solution of,Dl~2~3 and D4 to O(~} 

The Green's functions, D2(t - t'}, D3(t - t'} and D4(t - t'} are related 
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to D1(t - t') and are defined in Eq. (3.10). Generating the equations of 

motion of these four Green's functions (retaining terms to 0()\3», applying 

the usual decoupling logic as given in Chapter Three, and Fourier transforming 

them, gives the following solution for D1(~): 

P(, X +- ~ y .,... ~, ol.z ~ 
( W - 0/, W, -,t:z. tu.2,. ) 

(4.4.a) 

where: 

and: 

X= X3 t XI( +- Xs

y -: Y3 t Ytt .,.. IS'" 

l = 'll + Z C( r loS' 

X3 = t 2.. v'!('/}"l)~/) £1 (',,'h, 2., -If)"; W) 
,1)'2-

(4.4.b) 

X'{: f L V'f(~I/ftl'hJ~/)211,/f(Mf1'1:J) 112 ) II~I jW 3 
'1I""J}3 

Xs " /9. L V ~('j1 'I'2/h, ", ~I ) [/I~/} II",. /''h ) /1;'171 ,~/ j lV 5 
'k ;,/;2/11/19 

y; :: t 1.. ,/3 ('jIl'Yt)-2.) £1 (3./1"'1'2.) -!;/ ; w ) 
~')"Z 

~ : L 2- V'f('1l1ch.' ,.~,-).) f fI,) JI,/7 11,}Z.' J)'i3' /J,£' j W 3 
1\ 111'2/1'1 
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'2.. V3 (~'J'1.' -I) E'I ( '11' "'Z, .2, -.(J /)' W ) 

7",.2. tV3('J.,')C;.2,-2)~(I, 'f1'tJ..2, -~J/iw) 

-
?s :!.E. 2- V $"('1" '1'1"3,'1"1,-1) [fJ1".4M fJ'JJ,Il"r' ~ ,~, j w 3 

"k "'J1'l, 
'3)'t t V'"('J/' "-z, '11, ,w:z) [0" ..9;/, ~.z' ""-.1' ~'f' 1J;/JOW5 

(4.4.c) 

In Eq.'s (4.4.c) the notation fOl,02,03,04'~'j,;~and 
f 01,02,03,04,05'~'j,;tV5 represents the Fourier transform of the terms that 

result from all possible decouplings of the five and six operator Green's 

functions respectively, that arise in the equation of motion of D2(t - t'), 

D3(t - t') and D4(t - t'). The notation Ei(1,2,3,~j';~) indicates this 

2 Green's function is to be solved to O()\). The E2 and E4 type Green's 

functions in (4.4.c) are two of the seven Green's functions that are related 

to El and are defined later on in Eq. (4.8). 
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The solutions for the related Green's functions D2(UJ) , D3(~) and D4(uJ) 

can be found by multiplying the quantity inside the summation sign in Eq. 

(4.5) 

From Eq. (4.4.c) it is evident that several new summation indices are 

introduced when the equation of motion method is employed to O()L4). These 

indices over the summation signs are given by ~ ~ ~ 
1!/~1 'IJ', tv, 
!!~h ;"~Jt 11. ~ ..... . 

and have been represented by the following co~venie~t form~ ~ ~ ~ 
la" e. 'n1-:a. .. · -tll"- . 0 

where now the ql and q2 represents collectively ~lsl and ~2s2 respectively, 

and similarly for tl and t2" 

(iii) The Solution of El to O( A 21 
Eight equations involving E1(t - t') and its related Green's functions 

are Fourier transformed. Solving them yields: 

p 

(4.6.a) 
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where 

and 

p :; SJ (2, + s~ Co2 of 53 CJ of S; ~ Cy r .s; S1 C.r 1- ~ 5 c( ~ S;~.5J C r 
( w - s; W; - ~ ~ - S,J GV] ) 

(4.6.b) 

r t 2. II 'J ( 11 ~ 'It., -2. ) ? fill 11;1)/J'Y2.' 173> Il;./ j UJ 5 
j/t.( 

t t 1- V 9( ';4, 't., 'Jt" -1.) Z fln /I';"It'}J ,iI}.r , fl3 ,f} ;l'j W 5 
'l,t1'~3 

c ... $ S. -/ (LJ n > 3 - !~ , I!:, Jj , j n I n2. 

t L v1 ( '1" 'h.' -3) ~ II" Ill) ft.;,'j j}'h' Il ~ I j W j 
CJI' '2-

+ f 2- II 'f (;1) ,,~, 't; } -3 J[ ~, II). , f}", , 1I'h.) f}'J]' If ;/)' UJ ~ 
""3)"3 
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C - .L $'v /( ~ ~J' < B#j A3 ') f..L Sje /( ~J JI < 81 f}3 > 'f - .,.,. ~/,- J, 0'10 rr "a.}", 2) 

t f 1-•. '1 3(, • ., Jot )"'/) ~ rJ'l) 11'2 , B.1) fJ3) fJ/~J~ j w 3 
,1)y2.. .... 

+ i- 1:. V 3 ( '" '121 ... .t) ~ SJ) 11", A,,) 113 ) 11 tJ I j W 2 
~ ""L " ~ 

t t ,?;-"",;Y 'J'''l,'tlr/) l 11,,, ~./T'l) ~) h'J ,/I~, j w 3 
t t )~,,./I"(~,, "~,1-1J-2) f 8}) J9"1i ..9,..) 43 ) ,..:}3 } R'£ I j W j 

Cs- • Ii- G!5/l!! f.J" J' < 112 83 > t :It ~3) /( rJ'J' J' (13, /1.1 > 
f- i!. V 3 ( '1-1 /h.) - J) [ 1t"11 A,t.) /I,. } 113 ) /l h ~ j OJ 5 

h '1)"4 
... f. 1.. V3(,.O 1.t)-1) lSI) Ii.].) 11"1> If,~) /If.J~; cv f 
" "I":t. 

.,. t ,~/~,t(( ,,)ttL)"3) -I) ( fl,,, I; 1.) n,3 ) II. ) B'J ) 8}J' ) w 3 
+ t )~l}~ v "(tlJ"t ,~)-3) 18,) !lot) ~'/1l1h J ~1J ~~I j W 3 

C, = fr ~..!)! SJ~)J' < /1,°3 ) r ;:: ~J)!! {3)J' (II, B.t) 

+ t ;';''}'/'( }",}.) -,2) L Ill} A", tJ,.) B3 J IJ;J' j W 3 
+ ~ ~. v'C", 'l-t )-3) 1 II" ~) 11')11 1I,,-,!l;J I j W ~ 

--
-r -! Q1:..0~ t.L V 0/( ?,>'hl "J)"''') t Itn IJ,O 1f,1.) If'J ) 8.1 )II~, ) w 3 

1\ ,11 Yl' '3 .... 

+ t ')~"'h V y (,}" 'Y., 1, , -3) 1 /I,) 8;A. /'1" 11ft , It'n IIJ..~ / ) cu 3 
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(4.7) 

The l ; W S notation in (4.7) has the same meaning as in (4.4.c). In the 

remaining pages of this thesis, whereverC< l' 0( 2' S1' S2 and S3 arise, each 
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of them are understood to be summed over +1. 

Unlike the solution for D1 <W) where the "commutator" terms do not 

contribute to a Bravais lattice, there is such a contribution to E1(~). The 

relationship between E1«(U) and the related Green's function is again to 

mUltiply the quantity inside the summation in Eq. (4.6) as follows: 

Er(w):: L- SIS). P II E, r(;J) ~ ~ S}S3 P ) 

S"Sl.' S;,;, 
53 SJ 

t=1'(W) :: L SJ.~p <II Eg (W); L ~~S3 P 
S"SJ) 

) (4.8) 
SOSJ) S, S3 

6 ~ " , 
(:ty! The V Term in !,he Equation of Motion of H~J (t - t' L 

6 *"': .. 
The V term in the equation of motion of H~J (t - t l ) is: 

--

Decoupling the six operator Green's function gives: 

15<A1A3><A2A4>«A5(t);A~j,{t'»> where 15 is the number of pairing 

possibilities. Using Eq. (l.G.b) and Eq. (3.14), the term in Eq. (4.9) after 

Fourier transforming becomes: 
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(4.10) 

The index js has been relabelled as JIV. 

When the Fourier transformed equations of motion are solved for 
•• I 

G~J (~) , a Dyson like equation results and the expression in curly 
"'-

brackets in Eq. (4.10) can be identified as the V6 contribution to the one 

phonon self energy. The self energy diagram for this term is: 

5 .• , 
(v) The V Term in the Equation of Motion of ~J (t - t'l 

5 The V term is: 

...,. 

This five operator Green's function can be decoupled in two ways: 

Scheme A--into a two operator correlation function and a three operator 

Green's function; Scheme B--a three operator correlation function and a two 

operator Green's function. 

Scheme A 

Decoupling produces 4 <A1A2A3>«A4(t);~ .,(t'»>. The Fourier 
_J 

transformed contribution from the v5 term is then found to be (with the self 

energy in brackets) 
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where R(1,2,3) is defined in Eq. (3.33) and arises from solving for <A1A2A3>. 

It is symmetric in the indices. The solution for the three operator 

correlation function is: 

(4.13) 

Eq. (4.13) was evaluated by replacing G«.d+ i e ) by Dl (W+; € ) to O(A) in 

the spectral relation of Eq. (2.10.a). In determining Dl(~+ie ) from Eq. 

sj' 
(3.11), G k'( to ) is replaced with its harmonic approximation since the 

~ .. 
RHS is already of O( '). ). The self energy diagram is: 

) ) 
J( ., 
,..J 

Scheme B 
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where fl(1,2;~) is defined in Eq. (3.11.b). The self energy diagram is: 

-~)"""I<-.-~-1 ___ ...lI>_I<_/ 
~J ~J 

(vi) The v4 Term in the Equation of Motion of H~j'(t - t') 

4 The V term is given by: -
(4.15) 

where the solution to the Fourier transform of the Green's function in (4.15), 

i.e. E1(GU), is given in Eq. (4.6). 

(a) The "Commutator Terms" in the Solution of El (W) 

These terms are identified in Eq's. (4.7) as those not containing any 

explicit anharmonicity. They are in fact the numerator in the full solution 

of E1(GU) in the harmonic approximation. The contributions from C4 , C5 and C6 

can be shown to cancel. The remaining terms can be combined by relabelling. 

2 The correlation functions are then substituted to 0(" ) to insure the term is 

4 of O( A ). From the commutator terms, three contributions will arise in the 

Fourier transformed solution of (4.15): one from the zero order in)\ term 

given in Eq. (3.14), one from the v3_v3 term in Eq. (3.32) and the other from 

4 the V term of Eq. (3.29). The contributions are: 

(4.16.a) 
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• 

In the solution of (4.16), use has been made of Eq. (3.36). 

ft (4.16.c) 

!U ~{ 

The expressions in (4.16.b) and (4.16.c) are represented by renormalized 

type diagrams. These contributions cannot be identified at present with the 

one phonon self energy terms of O()L4) even after the substitution of the 

correlation function to O()l2) because they represent only a partial 

anharmonic contribution of an implicit type. Such diagrams will also arise 

explicitly from the anharmonic terms in the solution of E1(~) to O(~2) and 

are easily identifiable with the one phonon self energy term. There is a 

difficulty in combining these terms which arise from two different sources. 

For the formal purposes of determining the self energy for these 
NI 

renormalized diagrams, the terms in (4.16) are to be multiplied by ~G~JlW) 
J'I ,.... 
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This will allow them to be written in a more suitable form. The denominator 

can be expanded as: 

1 

(4.17) 

The higher order contributions in Eq. (4.17) are corrections to the 

harmonic result. The ratio of G~j"(W~ to G~'jll(W)O should be less - ..... 
than unity. This allows Eq. (4.17) to be written as: 

1 ... 
= r ~JJq;j L -(q~ t- GA.'! t ... ) t=(~ A~ t S::t .. ):.!+ h.) 

J'I !.E ~ (> L G;, G~ Go j(, ) 

(4.18) 
JJ'" 

Consider the effect of multiplying (4.16.b) and (4.16.c) by j;7 ~~ (~) . 
LGJ1i~) 

J "# k 4 ""-
Since the self energy is required only to O<)l ), the first term only in the 

WI{ I' ... 1 _ 
w-t - wi.?' 

is substituted for Eq. (4.17). Then (4.16.b) and (4.16.c) can then be 

expansion of Eq. (4.18) will be retained. Therefore, 
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• 

(4.19.c) 

where Ri is a short form representation of R(W i' W ,W) where i = 1, 2. 
ql q2 

These expressions necessarily reduce to (4.16.b) and (4.16.c), respectively 

j'j" when the harmonic approximation of Gk (~) is substituted. 

-Multiplying Eq. (4.16.a) by the same expression and retaining only the 

first term in the expansion of Eq. (4.18) gives: 

(4.19.a) 

The expression in (4.19.a) is the one phonon self energy contribution 

represented by the O(~2) diagram \:) and previously identified in 
). ), 

Eq. (3.16). 15J!:i 
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4 (b) The V Terms in Ei (UJ) 

Consider thefOi' 02' 03' 04' OS' ~j';W) type terms that are associated 
4 - , 

with the V terms in Ci , C2 ••• C7 in Eq. (4.7). They represent the Fourier 

transforms of the product of a pair of two operator correlation functions and 

a two operator Green's function that arise from considering all possible 

decoupling schemes of the six operator Green's functions arising in the 

equations of motion of Ei(t - t') where i = 2, 3, ••• , 8. The Fourier 

transform of all such decoupled possibilities are listed below with the number 

of equivalent pairing schemes. The correlation functions involve operators at 

equal times and are invariant under Fourier transformations. 

The decoupling of C2 and C3 is similar to that of Ci with C2 involving Ai and 

A3 operators and C3 involving Ai and A2• 

The decoupling of the remaining terms involving A and B operators 

requires care in the order of the operators as the A type and B type operators 

do not commute. 
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J J" 
j < A", fI.,,) ( A,2. 13.2) G 1<' I( (w) 

..... 3 ... 

3 <11-" A'3> < 11",- 1/, > J-J:~ 1/({JJ) - ,.. 

3 <. 81,11,)< 11",11,,. '> G $, J"(w) 
~1 ~ 

, < 11",82 > <1I,:/.1J3 ) G S3 J1{W) 
"3 1< '" .... 'E:» 
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. / 

3 < fl,., R'3) <ftt~ 83 ) G ~I ~(w) 
",f,... 

'3 < fltl !},! '> (A, fI'Y;.> H ~ r'(tJJ) 
,,3 J( ,.. 

:> <. IJ, 83 ) < IJ,., ff'f~) G $3 J/(fAJ) 
t'1. K "" ,... 

t, <Ii", (3 ) <"'1. 11,) C;b f(wl 
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'>c::;, ) 
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Of the numerous decoupling possibilities, only three types of self energy 

diagrams arise, viz. 

2. )Q Q ) which is a 0(,,4) repeated type diagram arising from the 

i!J I!i" 
repeat of the single loop diagram. 

3. which is a renormalized o(). 4) result arising from the 
2 ~i ~t 

O( A ) diagram involving a single loop. 

1. Result for Self Energy Diagram 

To illustrate the procedure in determining the self energy expressions 

for a more complicated case, the solution for this diagram is presented in 

detail. Consider the contribution from C1 where the decoupling result is 

given in (4.20). Substituting the result of Eq. (3.12) for the correlation 

functions, the contribution from C1 to this diagram is: 

(4.21) 

where s3 has been relabelled as j". The choice to retain the indices k2' k3 

rather than Ql' Q2 arises from the Kronecker delta's of EQ. (3.12) and is 
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purely arbitrary. As a matter of uniformity, the indices arising from the 

~iji intermediate phonons are retained rather than~isi indices (similarly 

jiSi is retained rather than,!ivi indices). If a choice should arise between 

~j' and an intermediate phonon, the former must be retained. 

When the expressions for C2 and C3 are determined, the vertices and 

denominators are found to be the same as in (4.21). This allows the terms to 

be readily combined as: 

(4.22) 

The determination of the contributions of the C4 , C5 , C6 and C7 terms 

requires the knowledge of the following general relationships: 

<f}f I) ).:: -£ f.. 
n I V2 f( ,I(. J)J 

... ' .. :2 J ~ 

These relationships are evaluated in Appendix B. 

The contribution of the C4 , C5 and C6 terms is found to be: 

1: ~ 1{ L V'(I,2,3)-,l<j) V'l(-/)-2)·3J~jll) -S"S'2 N,'" S,~ IV, 
J" ('Ii .s;, Sol) (W - S, W, - Sot cP1 - S, WJ ) - s s /I/. .,.. S So N. 

S', J 3.t I 3 .1. 

1)2)~ .. ~.s; ~ t ~S3~ 
.=0 

and the C7 contributions are: 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 
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..,. ~ '1.! ) V 'f (I 2 3 -15 J' ) V 't (.-/ -2 - 3 kJ·II) 
L 1i,1.L- I I } J I J,.. 

JI/ S,,~,S:3) (c.u ... S, W, -S2,W,l - S1 W3 ) 
I) ~, :3 

The total contribution to this diagram is then: 

where the self energy is contained in the curly brackets. 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

The general procedure when determining the contributions of any diagram 

is to search for "naturally arising" identical vertices and combine these 

terms as in (4.22). However, as a rule, not all vertices will be the same 

(although they represent the same diagram), but can in fact be shown to be 

equivalent by the appropriate (and usually obvious) relabelling of indices 

,!tlj l' ~2j2'~' For example, only one contribution from C1, C2 and C3 need 

be considered after relabelling and the result is multiplied by 3 for the 

4 4 other two V -V diagrams listed above, .!!!.:. 

2. Result for Self Energy Diagram 

The appropriate pieces of the C4 , C5 and C6 terms that contribute to this 

diagram will give zero. This can be shown by considering one of three 

identical terms (after relabelling). The two contributions to one of these 
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three terms are identified with an (*) in (4.20). When the results of Eq.'s 

(4.23) are applied, the two contributions can be combined, and will contain 

the following sum: 

(4.27) 

The expression in (4.27) can easily be shown to produce a zero. After the 

appropriate relabelling of the terms in C2 and C3 and their corresponding 

terms in C7 (same vertices) they are combined with the C1 and C1 type term in 

C7 to give the following contribution for this diagram. 

In the last equation, an expression identical to (4.27), except Sl has been 

removed from the numerator, results in the three frequency demoninator being 

reduced to the harmonic form. 

3. Result for ~j 1< i' Self Energy Diagram 

With the use of Eq.'s (4.23) we can show that the C7 terms and the G(~) 

dependent terms in C4, Cs and C6 do not contribute with the use of Eq.'s 
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(4.23). On the other hand, the H(~) dependent terms in C4 , Cs and C6 do 

contribute and can be combined with the Cl , C2 and C3 terms to yield 

~ ~ t1 L [ V"( I, Ii.';~ )I5J~ -IS i) V"(", .... " -I, -~/j~)] 
J ('" ~')S.(' ( 

$3 W - S, W, - SJ 011< J' - S.1 WU .// ) 
• ...1 .t 1'-J 

I, tt" Jl. ..... ~ • , • q 

• r(s"N.~J' f Sz~)( It- S3 ~)1 G ~ Jew) (4.29) 
[~ W~Jq ~ .-

where the terms in C2, C3 , Cs and C6 have been relabelled. In (4.29) use has 

been made of Eq. (3.1S.a). This is the explicit anharmonic contribution to 

this diagram. 

The result of (4.29) cannot be correct as this diagram must be tAJ 

independent since all intermediate phonon processes are instantaneous. This 

result can be combined with the v4 term from the "commutator expressions" (the 

(4.30) 

which is now 0V independent. The same result can be obtained by decoupling 

El (t - t'), Fourier transforming, substituting the expression for 

given by Eq. (3.29). This is simply renormalizing the \:) 
2 -)+-,~--~)-

of o(). )by inserting another loop on top. ~J I< '/ ",J 

(c) 3 The V Terms in El~ 

3 The five operator Green's functions associated with V in Cl , C2 ••• C7 
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can be decoupled by the two schemes mentioned before. A listing of the 

Fourier transform of all possible decouplings, and the associated one phonon 

self energy diagrams follows. 

Scheme A: Three Operator Correlation Function, Two Operator Green's Function 

The decoupling of C2 and C3 is similar to that of Ci with C2 involving Ai and 

A3 operators and C3 involving Ai and A2• 
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< B, II,., fi,,~ ) 
j J I -fL G : I«w) 

,....) .... 

t I- V3(~I'~)_~ 1 < fJ" fI,2. fl3 > 
J J I ~ H 1(', 1< (w) 

CYJ''',t. 
"" ..... 

2< 8, fI", f}3 > "/ >£1>-G Sa. J (w) 
,,~ /( 
",f'\. 

c5 

< fl" 111:z. B J ) 
G Jt j"(61) ~ I< 2. /< 

"'" ..., 

t r.. v' '(ri",,2.) -I) . I -fL-< II,., /f'P1- II,. > H J3 J (w) 
~/' "z. 1!3,5 

2...< fI" f}2. Ii 3 > G $.1\ J"( 6J ) 

"L !! 
~t2\> 

-
. -/ ~ < OJ fJ} I 11,,-,- > G J2. J (AJ) ,e, J( 

"" -
t L V3(t;"".z)-3) 

• I L <. If" 11"2 1f.2 ) 
H J , J ~ ) ,I) ".2 /(, /l (JJ 

....... "'-

l( 8, fI~ fI", ') G $2. J' ((.(J ) ;12\ > }1 t< ,.... ...., 

C6 

~ . , 
< fJ" II,," 83 > G J, J{&)) 

I< \ I( 

-fL ... '" t 1:. V3(",'if.z'-2.) ( Ii I IICf, 1J,1. > 
. I 

H J3J (61) 
fJI1 '.1 1<3 K 

".... ,... 

1.< II, ft~, 83 ) 
G ~JI(W) 

"1 K >~;> 
,... "" 
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• I jL < B2 f1~1 /I~" ) 
GJ1J(W) 

l<, 1<: ,.. ..... 

H j" J' ) ~ <. h'l 11,1. III ) 1<2. It (w 
.9- 2... V' (~" ,~ ,3) - ...., 

)C\) Ii i"'J. / 

2< II, BJ. fi~1 ) G Sol j (w) 
J2. " ...., ,... 

.. 

c7 

~ . I 

< lie; I fi,l. B;J. ) H J, J (w) 
1<, I< ,... ..... 

~ f L V'(",'b.z,-/) < ,q", ffr;t. BJ ) 
J J I 

H l<~ ~ ({JJ) ~,'~ 

1< II" 81. 133 ) 
G s,J, J I (W ) ~C6> ,.~ I( 

,.., ,...., 

.. I Sir < B, fJ'l fJ"l. ) H J, J (w) 
~:l ~ 

{. L V 3 ( t" $J., -2 ) , / 

-fL-< IJ", f}}t B 3 ) 
H J, J (w) 1\ ~/".z. K J Ie - ,... 

I )0\) 2..< S, R", 8J ) 
G .s',t J (fA)) 

'2. /( ...... ~ 
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2<8 B n ) GSa/(w) 
J :t n" I "2 '( .... ,.. 

Scheme B: Two Operator Correlation Function, Three Operator Green's Function 

C1 

(C2 and C3 are determined as described in Scheme A) 

< A"" A'jt~) 01 (2,3) -IJ I; w) 

< A2113) 0, (""ryJr~J I; W) 

~ <A;2 113'> 0, (,,,l,-l<J'jW) 

~ (A"2. fJ.;z > OJ (,,, 3, :!.<J/.; W) 

< IJ, In,.,. ') 0:t ( 2 ) 3 ) -~J I ). fA} ) 

< G~ A3 ) 0, (~" 't.l.,-L<J j w) 

2 < At2 8,.) 0, (,., ,3)-1<);W) 

2.. < A",. 113 ) D3 ( "" ~ ,-l(J Ij W ) 

)6) 
)Q~). 

,>tJj~ 

~~) 

}h, 
) Q....-:\) 

)t2\) 

.,(2) ) 
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(111, fJ,,1. > ~ (/J 3)-1.<)/5 w) }b) 
< t3l'tJ3 > D, (",fj}.)-l(./; w) )0..-=\) 

t 1: V' ( 'J) '2 ,-~ ) ,,".\ 2 <G) 11"2) 0, (CJJ)3,-,!<J/jW) .,~ > 

.:2 < tJ,). fJ 3) O;l ( I, '}J) -1: J / j W ) ,12\) 
Cs 

<. II,J 11;2) 03 (:1 ,3) -J!.J1; w) /k-~) 
~ z.. y3 (", 1t~,-I) < 112 83 > 0, (<;J'<fJ., -!J /; fA)) )0 A) 
'Ii ~/'% 

2 (1J't~ 83 ) 0, ('I';"_~J/j w) ).t2\ > 

;1. < AJ2 1J" ) D3 (~/)J, -1J'; w) ~t2\ 

<. JI~I fJtl.) D2 (/)2) -/tJ /j W) ~ 
<. 8, II). > DJ (<;1"2} _J:J/j W) )QI'""") 

-'- 1:. V3( '1,~,-3) 
'Ii :2 <(3, fI,f,) DJ ('I' 2, -! J /). W ) i>~) 1,,% 

l <11,.2. iJ2,) 02 ( J, lJ, I) -J: J ') W) >~> 
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C6 

( IJ" A, 2. '> 0. (I g -/(J'j fJJ) 3 }),.. 

(1J,83 ) D I (CJ-t' 11. flcJ' i 6J ) 

t L V3(~"~1,-l) 
',"'1 :l .( A,.t 83 > D J ( 'I , I, - L( J" )' (JJ ) 

l < flt;2. fJ,) 0, (,') 3, -tJ') tV) 

< fJ~ I II,,. '> D3 (1,:2 )"'~J~'W) 

f L vJr""lJ -3) < fJ J Bz ) l1 r';J,flt1.,-J!{i W) 

'Ii: "'''z. ]. <. ~ 11,2.) D, ('f" I, -~J"J' fA}) 

1., < IJ,~ IJ, ') D&,(.?) 0" ,-!{ j w) 

~ LVJ(q,,, 1~ ,-I) 
i"tz. 2 < fI~J B,2) D3 (ttn 3,-,f./j W ) 

:J. < I1J, BJ '> /JJ (1n ~,-5/' j Co ) 

:h) 
,.QA> 

)t?\ ~ 

:.,.c?\ ~ 

.,6) 

., Q r") 

).k2'\) 

)~> 

)b '), 
)Q~> 

)12\ > 

)17\ ) 
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<11'1/ 11,.1.. > Ott (1,3, -J!j/ j"w ) 

<13,133 ) PI (Cf"'2 ,-I!J/jW ) 

2. <. B, 11;2, > /J3 (1, ,:I, --J!Jj' w) 

2 <11,2. 83 > O2 (J, ?I) -!J~' w) 

< fJ;1 11":l> 0'1 (J, J, -!.(J /;' ()J ) 

<. B, B:z. > OJ (,;" '})., -J!j ')- w) 

21. 6, A h ) DJ (.2, 1, , -! J I j OJ ') 

2..< ~ 1J}:l) DJ. ( I, fj-,,-kj// W ) 

>b) 
)Qr\) 

)~ ) 

~t?\ ) 

,b) 
.,Q C) > 

) k'\> 
)(/\) 

(4.32) 

Of the numerous terms generated in (4.32), only four different self 

energy diagrams arise: 

1. 

/<' 
""J 

This is a renormalized O( A4) result for the single loop 

of O()l2) and is renormalized by the V3V3 interaction of 

O(A,2). It arises only in Scheme A. 
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1<" ""J 
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This is a repeated type diagram of the loop and bubble 

diagrams of O( A 2) and is found only in Scheme B. 

Arises in both Schemes A and B. 

This can be shown not to contribute to a Bravais lattice 

since it contains a vertex of the form V3(kj).12 It will .... 

not be considered further. 

1. Solution for Self Energy Diagram 

The solution for this renormalized type diagram parallels closely that of 

-r-~ The G(tU) dependent terms in C4 , Cs and C6 and the 

terms 
... J "J 

in C7 do not contribute as they all contain a mixed correlation function 

of the types: <A1AZB3>, <A1B3A2>, <B3A1AZ>. The first two can easily be 

shown to be zero by replacing G( W+ ie ) with D2 ,3(CAJ + if: ) in the spectral 

relation of Eq.(2.10.a) and then using Eq. (3.28). The third follows from 

differentiating Eq. (3.28) by t' when J(~) is replaced with the appropriate 

result from Dl(~). 

The H(U;) dependent terms in C4 , Cs and C6 and the results from C1 , C2 

and C3 can be combined by relabelling. This U) dependent result can be 

3 3 combined with the V -V term from the "commutator terms" given in (4.19.c). 

This gives the required GJ independent result: 
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• 

This same result can be obtained by decoupling E1(t - t'), Fourier 

3 3 transforming, and substituting the V V result for the correlation function 

(see Eq. (3.32». 

)Q~) 
2. Solution for JSJ ~J' Self Energy Diagram 

The solution to this diagram closely parallels that of the )() () ) 
~. I!.'r 

diagram. Again, the C4 , C5 and C6 terms do not contribute. The result for 

this diagram is: 

(4.34) 

Contributions from Scheme A 

The C4 , C5 and C6 terms will not contribute as each contains mixed three 

operator correlation functions considered earlier. However, the mixed 

correlation functions containing two B type operators that are found in C7 

will contribute. These three types are: <A1B2B3>' <B2A1B3> and <B2B3A1>. 

The first correlation function listed above is evaluated in exactly the 

same way as was the <A~A2A3> type correlation function with the exception 

that D4 (W + j t) replaces Dl (w + i e-) in the spectral relation of Eq. 
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(2.10.a). We then have: 

(4.35) 

The expression for R' (1,2,3) is identical to that of R(1,2,3) defined in 

Eq. (3.33) except that the sign of the second term is to be changed. This 

follows from an identical relationship between fl(~lUJ2;u) and f4(Cul~2;tu) 

as given in Eq. (3.ll.b). Both R'(1,2,3) and R(1,2,3) are symmetric in the 

indices !lj 1' ~2j2' .!-3j 3" 

The correlation functions related to that of Eq. (4.35) can be shown to 

produce an identical result for a Bravais lattice by using the commutator of 

Eq. (3.4). 

Scheme B 

12 This result follows from <~.> being zero for a Bravais lattice. 
,..J 

r JJ'/ 
LJ (W) (4. 36) 

I( ..... 

The two contributions in each of C4 , Cs and C6 that contain a Dl type 

Green's function as well as the terms in C7 can be shown to cancel with the 

use of Eq.'s (4.23). The D2 and D3 type dependent terms do contribute. There 

are six contributions from Cl , C2 and C3• Examining the vertices allows them 
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to be readily combined into three groups of two. By relabelling, the three 

groups can be shown to be identical. Including the surviving terms in C4 , Cs 
and C6, Scheme B gives the following contribution: 

L ~ ~ L [V'f(IJ.213)~J') V1(,o-l) !.J//) V3(-J ,-2,-3)J 
JII 2. t 3 S, ,S,2, S3 J ( W - S w - S. W - S w ) I 

I, J) 3, " I I .2.t .1 :.J 

• 

In arriving at (4.37) the relabelling was deliberately done in a manner 

to insure the same vertices as in (4.36). The results then easily combine to 

give the following contribution from Schemes A and B. 

S/~(~,,2.,3) +- s/~S31<./(,},.1)3) 
• + SJ. N3 I, ( ~J) 1; w) + ~ ~ ~ -h (I) ,,; w ) 

t $3 Not t J (CJ I) J; W) r ~ Sj #"'/1. (I) 10" ()) ) (4.38) 
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(vii) The y3 Terms in the Equation of Motion Of-H~j' (t - t:2m 
""'-

The Y3 term is: 

(4.39) 

where the Fourier transformed solution of the Green's function in (4.39), i.e. 

D1(W),is given to O().3) in Eq. (4.4). 

(a) The y5 Terms in_2\ (W) _ 

The yS terms are represented by XS' YS and Zs in Eq. (4.4) where the 

produc t of the yS - V3 vertices is of 0 ( .A 4) • Therefore, the six opera tor 

Green's functions contained in the equations of motion of D2(t - t'), D3(t -

t') and D4(t - tV) were decoupled (before Fourier transforming) into two 

operator correlation functions and a two operator Green's function. The 

following are the decoupling possibilities for XS' Ys and Zs with the number 

of equivalent pairing schemes indicated. 
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Since all A type operators commute the results for Ys are the same as for 

Xs when !:2jt nd ~utre interchanged. 

(4.40) 

Only two types of diagram arise. The diagram ~ will not 
.It' It} 

contribute to a Bravais lattice since it contains a ve~tex~of the form 

Self Energy Diagram 

Making use of Eq.'s (4.23), it is apparent the Zs terms do not 

contribute. When the Kronecker delta's of the correlation functions are 

S considered, the V vertices associated with X5 and Ys are identical and the 

terms combine as: 
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(4.41) 

(b) The V4 Terms in D1(lo) 

The V4 terms are represented by X4 ' Y4 and Z4 in Eq. (4.4). The five 

operator Green's functions have been decoupled in the usual manner. All 

possible decouplings from both Scheme A and B are listed below. 

Scheme A: Three operator correlation, two operator Green's functions 
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Scheme B: Two operator correlation, Three operator Green's Function 

where Y4 follows whent1j1 and !2j 2 are interchanged in X4 • 

Z4 

3 <B,Il'Yj'>01 (""2)-I.{j/jW) ~ 

3 < II'I/;;'j> ~ (I, '1,,) -1..(/ ;w) > A> 
CD (4.43) 

Four types of diagrams arise. The diagram~Will not contribute to a 
. 1<' ~.\ _J 3 12 

Bravais lattice as it contains a vertex of the form V (kj). ,... 

1. The solution of ~./\ Fs' Self Energy D1a&ram 

This diagram arises in Scheme A only. The Z4 term does not contribute as 

decoupling produces a mixed correlation function whose value is zero. The X4 
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and Y4 terms can be shown to be identical by relabelling and the combined 

result is: 

(4.44) 

3 As will be shown later, this diagram will also arise when the V terms of 

Dl{~) are considered. 

" 

2. ~ The Solution of Self Energy Diagram 

This diagram is found only in Scheme B. The Z4 terms can be shown to 

cancel with the use of Eq. (4.23). The X4 and Y4 terms will have common 

vertices when the correlation functions are considered. The result for this 

diagram is: 

~6i' Solution of J 

(4.45) 

3. Self Energy Diagram 

The Z4 terms in this diagram will contribute. Consider the two mixed 

Green's functions given in (4.38): D2{1,ql,-~jl;~) and D3{ql,2,~jl;~). 

They can be shown to be identical (with the obvious difference in k1and k2) 

with the commutator relation of Eq. (3.4) or by considering (4.4) and (4.5) 
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and carefully matching the indices to the Green's functions in Z4. The result 

is both Z4 Green's function can be represented by D2(k2 or kl,ql,~j';~). 

This Green's function contains f 2(k2 or kl,ql;~) defined in Eq. (3.ll.b) 

where the order of the indices is important. 

The same vertices naturally arise from the X4 term and the corresponding 

term in Z4. These can be combined with the Y4 type terms by relabelling. The 

combined result is: 

The particular choice to relabel the X4 type terms as the Y4 type terms 

will allow the result of (4.46) to combine easily with another contribution to 

this diagram arising in the next section. 

(c) The V3 terms in Dl(~) to O(~) 
The V3 ·terms are represented by X3 , Y3 and Z3 in Eq. (4.4). The X3 and 

Y3 terms contain Green's functions El(ql,q2,1,~j',lJ) and El(ql,q2,2,-~j"lU) 

respectively. The Z3 term contains the Green's functions E4(ql,q2,2,-~j"uJ) 

and E2(1,ql,q2,-~j',~). Each of these Green's functions must be solved to 

O( A. 2). This follows from the fact that the two V3 vertices multiplying these 

terms are together only of O(~2). We note here again that the commutator 

3 4 terms, V terms with five operator Green's functions and the V terms with six 
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operator Green's functions all contribute to the El , E2 and E4 Green's 

functions. The solutions to these Green's functions are given in Eq. (4.6) 

and Eq. (4.8) and for the purposes of this section, they must be appropriately 

relabelled. 

4 When the solution for El(1,2,3,~kj';6J), in the V term in the equation 

of motion of ~j'(t - t'), was considered, the physical equivalence and -
hence the symmetry of the phonon modes in the indices!-l j l' .!-2j 2 and !3j 3 was 

exploited. Here such equivalence exists only for _qlsl and~2s2. A convenient 

point to begin the analysis is to examine the relationship between 

The solution for E4(ql,q2,2,-~j';uJ) is easily obtained from the solution 

for E4 in Eq.'s (4.6) and (4.7) with the obvious relabelling: ~ljl --> ~lsl' 

.!t2j2 --> ~2s2' !3j 3 --> ~2j2· The solution for E2(1,ql,q2,-~j';tJ) can be 

similarly obtained by the appropriate relabelling of the solution for E2• 

However, it is much easier to compare the solutions by applying the commutator 

of Eq. (3.4) to the E2 type Green's function. The result is: 

The last two terms in Eq. (4.47) can be combined by relabelling. Consider 
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only the contribution of this one term to the V3 term in the Fourier 

transformed equation of motion of ~j'(oJ). Substituting from Eq. (3.16) 

sj' 2 'I) the expression for G 1k (VJ) to 0(" ), in order that the term be of O(A , 
!h .... 

yields three distinct terms. 

• 

(4.48.b) 

J~ [ I;~' J;;«.~ '( I,~, -.(j)V'( f!S, J -I, -.2) V'(-!S" t" ~) V'(- ~ ~ ,(.(1) 

I)~,t,)t:z,s, "',Dl.,t CAlkS /? 

~-~/~ --'" t4) (wt:~~) r' JJ(W) • ~1, ~k 

• I, (t" t.z) W) "" 

(4.48.c) 

The four operator Green's functions in Z3 can now be treated identically 

and the results of (4.48) are to be applied to the appropriate diagrams. 
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2. "Commutator Terms" in X3z.....!3 and Z3_ 

These terms are evaluated by substituting the correlation functions to 

o( A2) as given in Eq. (3.21). Consider first the X3 terms. The "commutator 

terms" of C1 , C2 and their related terms in C7 can be combined by the 

appropriate relabelling of~lsl and,!!2s2' These results for X3 can be 

combined with the corresponding terms of Y3 by the appropriate relabelling of 

~ljland~2j2' Similarly, the results from the two four operator Green's 

functions in Z3 can be combined (where the Z3 result follows from applying the 

relationship between El and E4 in Eq. (4.47». The result contains three 

distinct terms. 

L V'J("~J-.fJ')V'J(-I)-2)J:f') ~ ("</W) W/tJ" 
I,l.. ;, (w2_W~J') 

4.49.a) 

- fA.) ru) 
~l. $, 1. 

(4.49.b) 
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(4.49.c) 

In (4.49.b) and (4.49.c), the choice of which term to retain after 

relabelling has been made for reasons of later convenience. 

The "commutator terms" from C3 and related terms in C7 for X3, Y3 and Z3 

prLOduce self energy diagrams of the fO:.~ .. ~r 
... J t.;J 12 

• They do not contribute to a Bravais lattice • 
.f.; ;!J' 

For X3 and Y3, the "commutator terms" in C4 , Cs and C6 do not contribute 

as a result of relations similar to (4.27). A contribution is found in Z3 

from C4, C5 and C6 and is given by: 

(4.50) 

This cancels exactly with the term in (4.48.a). 
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3. The V4 terms containing six operator Green's functions 

4 The V terms contain the Fourier transform of the decoupled six operator 

Green's functions that arise in the equations of motion of Ei(t - t') (i = 2, 

3, ••• 8). They have been decoupled in the usual way. The decoupling 

possibilities for X3and Y3 are identical with the interchange of~ljland~2j2 

and therefore, the Y3 decouplings are not listed below. By using Eq. (4.47), 

the two Green's functions in Z3 can be shown to produce identical decouplings 

with~ljl and~2j2 interchanged and therefore only the Green's function 

E4(ql,q2,2,-~j';~) need be considered. Furthermore, the El and E4 Green's 

functions are related as shown in Eq. (4.8) and as a result only the 

decoupling possibilities of El(ql,q2,2,~j';(J) found in X3 are listed below. 

,6) 

C2 is identical to C1 with ql and q2 interchanged. 
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?A? 
)6) 
)~ Q) 

~&~ 
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3< fJ.l 11/:; ') < Btl. fit ') 
l!;,1,2 yl 3 

'3 <: u4t8 At:]. '> < Itt AJ. ') 
.J 

,A}< 
.')6) 
3 .0) 

A 
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'3 < At, At,> <Ail BJ ) G ;: 1: (eJ) 
,.. ,.. 

t L v'f(t,,fzA)..,.,) 3 < Af , Rfa>(II'h 62 ') G;' f(f,)) 
tl,t~,fj ,,3 ,.. 

11. / 
'<fit, 81.) <Jlt/"h'> G t:?w) 

s. J~ 
'3 < lit, 1/ f). '> <: fJ", 1l-t3'> G,:t ,,(t,) 

_~ "'I. 

$ ;' ) 

1... L V'1(t"tl.,tJ,"2) 
3< Ai flt/> <'1J-l:,I1,,2.> H; J (CtJ 

, I I( 
,.., "" 
v. J" 'Ii. tl1t.)tJ 3< Iii, fit,> <:8,., A,,) G .t~~{tJ) 

.v. " '<B"'If}-t '> <At1.lJrh.'>Gt3~(fJ}) 
I ~3~ 

c6 

3 <.4-t. /I~~ ') 
J JI' 

( ft'}l fJt3 ) H!:.~ /( (fJ) 

'" 
3<At , 116> < Ai3 8~) G;~ ~(lI) 

.i L v'f( tl'~' fz) -",t) ,... '" 

<IJ" B-2) b~3J(&») 'It: t,,t2l~ ) (Ail fJt1,) 
J ,.,,3 It 

'<At, 82 ) III ' (/It II" > G 3 J (fA)) 
~ I !J!!, 

)6) , 
,C""'e Q) 

)&) 

)A) 
) A> 
S Q) 

)N) 

l 
,6, 

.. 
)~O) 

)&> 
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Clearly the decoupling possibilities enumerated in (4.51) yield the 

following five distinct types of diagrams: 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

~ . 
f!.J 

)/(' 
.... J 

~~ 
!!J 

It • .... J 

6 
k") ,.J 

& l/ )' 

Q > I<J~ 
"'" 

!!/ 

repeated type of the bubble and loop 

2 diagrams from O(). ). 

2 
a renormalized O( ~ ) result. 

neither of the last two diagrams contributes 

to a Bravais lattice.12 
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The 
,.C'\ Q~ 

Solution for 4J !!J'Self Energy Diagram 

The diagram does not arise in the C3 type terms. The contributions from 

the C4 , C5 and C6 terms in X3 and Y3 can be shown to cancel with the use of 

the expression in (4.27). There is a net contribution from the C4, C5 and C6 

terms in Z3' However, it exactly cancels with the term in (4.48.b). For the 

remaining contributions to the Cl , C2 and C7 terms of X3 and Y3 , the same 

vertices naturally arise and they readily combine to give: 

V'(I,1.,-t-j) V3(-I'-~)~SI)V'l(t .. t -/(S U ") 
o I)'" "",J 

(4.52) 

"k . The Solution for Io;J M' ) 
~J Self Energy Diagram 

There is no net contribution from the G(W) dependent terms in C4 , C5 and 

C6 or the C7 terms as a result of Eq.'s (4.23). The H(W) dependent terms in 

C4 , Cs and C6 do contribute to X3, Y3 and Z3 as do the Cl , C2 and C3 terms. 

The X3 terms can be combined after the usual search for the same naturally 

arising vertices and relabelling of similar terms. When the same procedure is 

applied to the Y3 and Z3 terms, it is apparent the same vertices naturally 

arise in X3 and a corresponding term in Z3. This pattern also appears for the 

Y3 type terms. Relabelling the X3 type terms leads to the following combined 

result. 
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The term in (4.53) can be combined with the "commutator term" of (4.49.b) 

Z. GJJ{w) 
after the latter is multiplied by JH ~ • The procedure is the same 

l. GJJ(4J) 
JII J( S2. 

as that given on pages ('1-{'3) for the- ") V ') diagram. The 

contributions arising from the Z3 terms of Eq.'s (4.53) and (4.49.b) when 

combined give no net contribution. This leaves: 

.~ 
I 

(4.54) 

The result of (4.54) can be obtained by decoupling the four operator Green's 

functions in X3 , Y3 and Z3' As stated previously a similar type diagram 

arises in the V4 terms in D1(6J). Now to get the total contribution for this 

self energy diagram we combine (4.56) with (4.44). The total expression for 

this diagram is: 
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( GJ-oI fJJ -01 W) 
I I 2. .1. 

The two terms in each of C4, Cs and C6 for X3, Y3 and Z3 will cancel in 

pairs with the use of Eq.'s (4.23). There is a contribution from the Cl , C2, 

C3 and C7 terms of X3 , Y3 and Z3. The same vertices naturally arise in X3 and 

the corresponding term in Z3. The same relation holds for the Y3 type terms. 

The X3 and Y3 type terms can be combined by relabelling. For later 

convenience, the X3 terms are to be relabelled as the Y3• The result is: 

This result can be combined with that of (4.44) to yield the total expression 

for this diagram: 
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• 

(4.57) 

4. 3 The V Terms containing five operator Gree~'s functions 

The V3 terms contain the Fourier transformed terms that arise through 

decoupling a five operator Green's function in the usual two schemes. The 

decoupling possibilities for Y3' i.e., El(ql,q2,1,~j';~) are not listed as 

they are the same as those of X3 ' i.e., El(ql,q2,2,~jl;~) when the~ljl and 

~2j2 indices are interchanged. The decoupling possibilities for 

E4(ql$2,2,~jl;b) are obtained from Eq. (4.8) once the decoupling 

possibilities of El(ql~2,2,-~j';~) are known. These decoupling possibilities 

for E1(qnq2,2,-!j',W) are: 

Scheme A: Three Operator Correlation, Two Operator Green's Function 
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C2 (identical to C1 withj1j 1 and ~2j2 interchanged-) 

C3 

< flf At /I,. ') G.1~ J1{w) ,8.., , ~ , "2. I( ,... ,... 

f L V3(~) tJ,tZ) < fI~ fJt- JJ~ '> G SI JI 
"1 I' (w) )t=?\" I l. ;z. 

-61, ~ ,.., "-

2< At ftrp fJ'J'1." G V1 J '(W) ).6) I J tl( 
",2, I\.. 

C7 

C1 type 

<. IJ tJ It tl, (J"2-) H J.t J'(w) 
"1 Ie I'\. ... 

t Z. '1 3(t,)t1.)-tp,) < Ai; At 13;1.) 
$1 J' 

H" Ie (fA») ~ £?\., t"t1 I 2. ",1 _ 

2.< fit, 8}z Bot) G "'2, J/(w) )ffi > t-l Ie ,.. "" 
C2 type 

~ < B" fit At ) HJl./ 
I' 1«(W) I I J. 
1'0#2. "" 

t L l/l ( t/, t1.}- '1.) <.. fit lit B~) J-I s. J '( cJ ) )£?\) t,~t;, , 1.. 'f, I IC ,... ,.. 

2< 8~. Af, B2 ') G "~J(w) 
)11:\) !l/< 

"-
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C3 type 

S J' < 8",11 t, fltJ. > 1-1'; 1< lw) .,~) .... a. .... 

t 2. V3(t"t, -z) 
c"tz < 8~:L lit, IIt2-> 

5, J I 
H" I( (())) ) t:===3 ) ,...,", 

2. < 8", 6"2 At, '> t/. J' G 1. ({}J ) 
~E?\~ !l !. 

C4 

<At II t'. B'Y, ) J~ JI 
G IC K (w) I 1. ~ ,...1.", 

t'i.. V3(t"t~j"/) ( IItJ fJt-2.1l~ ) 
$~ JI 

H ~ 1< (fA) )~? 2.,.. t/)t,t "" 

2.< Ai 811; A:J. > V JI G t (w) 
)11'\, I ~ tl~ 

< 6", ~tJ fl tJ. ) G J" J/CW) ~ '<to IC "- ,.,. 

i L V3(t"i2i'"i.l) < fli, 11ft Ill> H ~ ~!~) ,c:-:. 
) .. ) 

1\ G,t'i ,...'1'> 

V2. J' 
2 < &", nt, 111. ) G t IC lW) .:> I1\. > ~ ..... 

c5 

~ <At, fl.t2. f1ry~ '> H J~ J1(w) 
{(1 K L 2.- V3( tl)~" " -

1\ ~,fi. ) 
(fit, IItJ. 8J. ) G s~ JI(lJ) 

) tC?-.) ".z./( ,... .... 
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<'\ At, At,) r;;: ~(w) 
,... ,... 

(4.59) 
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Scheme B: Two Operator Correlation, Three Operator Green's Function 

C1 

<At fit > 
J 2. 

D, ( '12 ) :1, -!J I; fA) ) 

"- 2: V3 (to t.l'- 'J" ) 
< fI,,1. A~) 01 ( to tj, _fJ/jW) 

*- t"t2. 
l. < iJtl. A"l) 01 ( fj.,.z, -L(j /; fA) ) 

~ <At,. 11). ) ~ (t.t, ':r, -!J ftc)) 

C2 is identical to C1 with~lsl and~s2 interchanged. 

C3 

L 
}C\~) 

.,t=?\ 

+-Ct>+ 

'J?~) 

JC4~ 
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< lit, Af~> Dq ("J'.'l, _~J/) w) 

LZ V'3 (I: t -J) <8, Bot> OJ (t" of),) "l<J 1')" CtJ) 
1\ ttl) '}.> I 2-

I] 2. l < 11.1:')...8'<.,> D3 ( tJ ) ~) -lJ/;w ) 

2 < /l t1 Sol > OJ (tJ)~) -I<{j c.J) 

<lIf , fJt1. ') 0" (~') C;~) ~J ~"W ) 

<. B", s".t) 0, ( fJ ) ~) -iJ ')" lP ) 

{\/It).,> D1.. (t1.. t.1.) -:!J jw) 

(e,h,qt~ D~'< 'til t.1.J -i=/iW) 

> £ C""'.l 

)2~~ 
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C4 

< AI; I AI; 1.) OJ. ("z. J 2) ... ~ J I; w) 

<Bt 1. A2 ) DJ (tJ) t2f~J;W) )ot::\C).) 

t L V3ltl)t~)-"/) 
tl)t1. l.< fi t.z. B~.t> D, (to 2.> "'fJ ~'fJI) )~> 

l.<lltJ., Ill. ) DJ (t l , tJ.J--[.J i (J)) ~ct\) 

<fit At '> 
J 1 

D~JC;,)2,-~j ~'W) A 
!t.. L ,,'J(t,)t~)-").) <8", It,. > DJ (tl)t'~J~'cJ) >~C) 

'Ii tot).. 
2. < B", fit,.'> D, ( C)' 2) -lJ 'j fIJ) )~) 

'J..<flt~f},.) O'/tnij,-}Jj W) )-11\) 

c5 

< fil:, fit!) 03 ('.t ,.1 ,-:JCJ~' w) 

t r. V3(t" t~'-)J) 
< ,qYl B;t ) D, (to"ti) --lJj w) ~~C\) 

t,)~ 
At2..11 'r.t) f)l (t I) 2.) -)<J;w) )8) 

1 (At 2. C3~) D, (t,,<Y.t) -;t'J i IN) ~ i1:\ ,. 
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< Ittl /I f2 > D~ ( 'l-J'1 ~) ""1:/'; fA) ) :t ~~ 
< BJJ B,,:z.) OJ (in ~,-1.<J~' w) SO" 

fa- 1.. 3 .1 < 8",1lf::l > 0, (1:/, tt}'l -}J ~.lt») 1\ V (t,,tJ.) -1.) ~ 
t/:~ 

l < At2 fJ"J. > f);z (,,, tj, -J..<.J ffAJ) ~ 
c6 L < fit, fit,) f)3 (,,):1, -!J~'~) 

it:- v3( tJ,t.r~t.) 
< It,,} /3,.) OJ (t,) f). ,-!J~' f.Q) )c"\D.) 

~,~ :z. < 11 t:z. II", )03 ('0)~, -tJ/)'W) .,6>-

~ < JJf:2 11z.) ~ (ii, 'h, :tJj'VJ) ~ 

< fJtJ 116.) ~ ( r;" ~2 ,-/5J ;'aJ) ~ 
t L V3(t"t.2"·1.) < II~J 8t;,. ') ()J (fj) fj, -~J~' 4J) ;tr-.) 

tl,t;. 
;J., < fJ (;~ 11th) D,:z (;.2, ~) -,(<j ~. tAl) ~ 

2.. (l3~ fit ) 
'). ~ 

()I (t/) ~J)-J<J';fJ)) ~ 

(4.60) 

Six different diagrams arise in the above two decoupling schemes 

summarized in (4.59) and (4.60). Three of theBe.~. A ·1 
fi~{ ~i jj/ 
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1(' .... J /( '/ .... J 
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will not contribute to a Bravais lattice. 12 The 

remaining three are: 

arising only in Scheme B, and is a repeated 

bubble type diagram of o( A 2). 

2 -)~ .... <::::::? .... ~>-
J<' K / .... J J ,.. 

a renormalized type with a bubble insert 

3 the lowest order ladder diagram which arises 

4 for the first time in o( A ) perturbation 

theory. 

Solution for~ Self Energy Diagram 

The solution for this diagram parallels that of -- () closely. 
K~/ 

",,01 ... J 
The diagram does not arise in Scheme A or the C3 type terms of Scheme B. The 

contributions to X3 and Y3 from C4 , Cs and C6 cancel. There is a net 

contribution from the Z3 terms for C4 , Cs and C6 but it cancels exactly with 

the term in (4.48.c). The C1 and C2 terms and their related terms in C7 give 

a net contribution for X3 and Y3 but not for Z3' The same vertices naturally 

arise in these X3 and Y3 terms. They readily combine to produce: 



Scheme A: 

Consider the X3 terms. The G(GJ) dependent terms in C4 , C5 and C6 do not 

contribute as they contain a correlation function of the types <AAB>, <ABA> or 

<BAA>. The contributing C7 terms (others contain <AAB» and some of the C3 

terms contain the same vertices that naturally arise in the majority of the Y3 

terms and therefore are easily grouped with the Y3 terms. There is 

correspondingly a contribution from the Y3 terms that will combine with the 

majority of X3 terms after relabelling the dummy indices as: ql --> t 1 , q2 

--> t 2, tl --> ql· The remaining contributing terms are the H(lV) dependent 

terms in C4 , C5 and C6 and the terms in C1 , C2 and C3• The same vertices 

naturally arise in all these terms (when ~lsl and ~2s2 are interchanged in 

half the terms). 

The Y3 contributions can be shown to be identical to those of X3 after 

interchanging ~ljl and~2j2· The same is true of the X3 and Y3 like terms in 

Z3. They combine naturally with their corresponding term in X3 and Y3 to give 

the following result for Scheme A: 



• 
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t (~t.t,oS. 53 )(S3 R( tl) t.2J /&s}) t S,S;a.S3 R( to t.l) ~.lJj~ 
(fA) - 5, w t , -S.,2 WeJ. -5.1 W, ) 

Scheme B 

, II 

GJJ I( (W) ,.... 

(4.63) 

The C4 and C7 terms will not contribute as a result of Eq. (4.23). The 

remaining terms contribute to X3, Y3 and Z3. They combine in the same manner 

as for Scheme A: Terms in each of the X3 and Y3 types involving the same 

vertices, are grouped and after suitable relabelling combined. The result is: 

• (<<-2 t.l""-S3 (I.e I) ~ II, j fA))t ~ iP) ~2 V, i W ~ (S/I11,./ S2111,) 
(w- ~ W"J -S.1. W,,~ -S3 WI ) 

(4.64) 

In (4.64), the choice to relabel the X3 terms as Y3 terms was 

deliberately done in order to combine these terms with the Scheme A result 

given in (4.63). 

The first term in the Scheme A result in (4.63) can be combined with the 
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JJ~ 
"commutator term" result of (4.49.c) when the latter is multiplied by ~ Gte (ttJ) 

J " 
z..,J'J"" 
J// J!.(W) 

The terms arising from Z3 in (4.49.c) and (4.63) can then be shown to cancel. 

The Scheme B terms are then relabelled as ql ---~ t 1 , q2 ---~ t 2, tl ---> ql. 

When they are combined with the Scheme A expression, the result is: 

[. \ 1:1.1'- L. V3(,Z 2.,-tj) V3(~1.S,,"'J)~I/)V3( tl1~,-j.tS, )V3(_t,;~;~) 
J" ( 'Ii" .sj,S.,t,SJ ( W - ot w - 0(. w. ) «, )0(2.. I' .l). 

1)1.)tl)o.>S, 

" I( 

G JJ(W) 
I( 
"\. 

(4.65) 

The Solution t~ Self EnerRY Diasram 

Scheme A 

This diagram does not arise in the C3 type terms in Scheme A. The C4, C5 
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and C6 terms will not contribute as all of them contain a mixed three operator 

correlation function of the type <AAB>. The C1 , C2 and their related terms in 

C7 contribute to X3 , Y3 and Z3. The C1 and C2 type terms can be combined by 

the appropriate relabelling of~lsl and~2s2. The same vertices naturally 

arise for the X3 term and the appropriate term in Z3. This pattern also 

exists for the Y3 type terms. The X3 and Y3 type terms can be shown to have 

the same vertices by interchanging the dummy labels :1 v 1 <-i> ~1 sl and 12s2 

<----> -~2s2 in the Y3 term. The terms can then be combined to give: 

• 

(0<, t,,(,ol;tS3 )(S) R (t,) '},1l1) t S, S.1S3 RI( t'l }l'2. )J 
(W .. ~ w", -S~ W"J. - 53 W.2. ) 

(4.66) 
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Scheme B 

The Dl type dependent terms in C4 , Cs and C6 and the terms in C7 can be 

shown to not give any net contribution (Eq. (4.23». The D2 and D3 type 

dependent terms in C4 , Cs and C6 do contribute to X3, Y3 and Z3. The Cl , C2 

and C3 terms also contribute to X3 , Y3 and Z3. Consider the X3 terms. The 

same vertices naturally arise in Cl and its corresponding term in C3• The 

same is true of the C2 type terms. The Cl and C2 type terms can then be 

combined by interchanging~lsl and i2s2 in the Cl type terms. This produces 

the same vertices as the term in (4.66). The C4 , Cs and C6 terms of X3 are 

combined similarly. The X3 , Y3 and Z3 terms can now be combined as explained 

in Scheme A. Including the Scheme A results given in (4.66), the final result 

for this diagram is: 

/ 

SI R (t,)tJ.)~)t S,S,'lS3 R (t,) "2)2) 

e,t.<"tJ.SJ) 1SJ.~ t s,1II".) //t,A: w) 
(W-S,W,.;~6J"J.-SJ~ ) 

t (s,~ 11' ~s, AI".) Il If/) ~ it») 
• 
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/1/ 

G JJ(w) 
I< 

(4.67) 

IV. Helmholtz Free Energy 

In reference (1) the finite temperature contributions to the Helmholtz 

free energy (F) for an anharmonic crystal (to o( ~4» have been derived using 

the diagrammatic method. The leading term high temperature limit (HT limit) 

results are also given in Table 1 of reference (1). The self energy results 

of this section can also be used to derive the finite temperature 

contributions to F, and the corresponding HT limit. Deriving the HT limit of 

F allows one to check the correctness of both the combinatorial factors and 

the number of sums over the intermediate phonon modes for the one phonon self 

energies derived earlier in this chapter. In addition, one can check that all 

self energy terms that contribute in the HT limit are correctly given. To 

obtain the finite temperature expressions for F would involve numerous lengthy 

integrations and furthermore a comparison of such results with those of 

reference (1), would be difficult. 

The free energy is derived from the self energy expressions as follows. 

The partition function (Z) introduced in Eq. (2.3), can be written for an 

anharmonic crystal as: 
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(4.68) 

14 where g is a formal coupling parameter. The Helmholtz free energy is given 

as: 

(4.69) 

Differentiating Eq. (4.69) with respect to g and integrating over the coupling 

parameter produces: 

F=f. t-O 

The quantity <gH'> can be expanded as: 

< Q H') :. ~[L V3(1,~/3) <II, I}~ 1i3) 
J ' ,2,1 

t z- V"ell ~3J r )< fJ, fJ1.. I1J fJ~ > 
',2.,3, 'I 

t L V.l(I,~/J/ll'r)</I,flJ, IIj fJlf /I.)" > 
',l,3, Y,..r 

+ L... V'{I'.lA?/.s;')<IJ,~ 1tt9.;h'.r t96 >] 
"'-"1 ~S;, . 

(4.70) 

(4.71) 

We observe that the terms arising in the RHS of Eq. (4.71) are closely related 

to the terms on the RHS of Eq. (4.2.b) (the equation of motion of 
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jj' Hk,{t - t'». The terms in (4.71) can be derived if the correlation -functions are obtained from the corresponding Green's functions in (4.2.b). 

It is evident from examining (4.71) and (4.2.b) that a summation over kj -
and the condition j = j' must be imposed on (4.2.b). This is equivalent to 

folding the kj and kj' lines in the self energy diagrams onto themselves, - -
producing the usual free energy diagrams. It is also apparent the factors",", 

'Ii: 

~, ~ and i~ multiplying V3, V4 , V5 and V6 respectively should be ignored. 

The contributions to the correlation functions in (4.71) can be obtained 

345 from the corresponding Fourier transformed contribution to the V , V ,V and 

V6 terms in the equation of motion of Haj'{t - t') which were given in this 

chapter and have the following general ;orm'l:5!{kjj";GcJ)1Gk
j1j"{W). This j"l Ao ) ,.. 

is accomplished in two steps: (1) by applying the spectral relation of Eq. 

(2.10.a) to each term and (2) substituting the result from step (1) into the 

t --> t' limit of Eq. (2.8.a). The t --> t' limit is necessary since all the 

correlation functions in (4.71) are time independent. 

In order to determine the HT limit of F, the HT limit of the correlation 

functions in (4.71) are required and they can be obtained by using the 

following HT limit of Eq. (2.10.a): 

(4.72) 

where G'( /J +I€-) is the lIT limit of ~"~r(!jj"I/J+ ie 1T11'j"(W+ iE )0' 
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One can proceed to use Eq. (4.72) in two ways: (1) by substituting 

URit expression of the form f..f2.<'~jj"; W + ie ;T~ Gk' j" (W + ill )0 

each HT 

into 

Eq. (2.10.a) and perform the t --~ t' limit and the integration in Eq. (2.8.a) 

or (2) by using the fact that the classical HT phonon frequency shift is 

obtained by taking the limit GJ --~ 0 in the ~ dependent expressions in the 

self energy (no limit need be taken in the tv independent contributions which 

are representd by diagrams involving instantaneous phonon processes only). 

Then taking the limi t VJ --~ 0 and T --~ fJ¢ in the self energy expressions 

j'j" requires that only the integration of Gk (OV)O in Eq. (2.8.a) need be 
,.-

performed. The equivalence of these methods was verified for a number of 

simpler diagrams. 

It is important to note that every vertex introduced when solving for Eq. 

(4.71) is to be multiplied by g. 

In order to compare results, the 17 different self energy diagrams 

(to O( A 4» must be related to the eight free energy diagrams of a Bravais 

lattice by cutting (once) the free energy diagrams in all possible ways. This 

relationship is demonstrated below for all the cases where the contributions 

are non-zero for a Bravais lattice. 

Free Energy 

(a) 

Self Energy 

I< ' .... J 
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(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

1.(/ 
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(g) 

(h) 

(4.73) 

In the above, each member of the following three pairs of self energy 

diagrams gives the same contribution to free energy. 

!Sf ' 

~'~J" ",J "" 

, 
The same contribution is obtained as a consequence of both summing over ~j and 
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requiring j = j' when determining the free energy. In order to preserve the 

symmetry in kj and kj' in self energy, there must be a separate contribution ,.. ,... 

from each diagram. 

When the self energy expressions are used as described in this section 

and the contributions from the appropriate self energy diagrams are added as 

shown in (4.73), the high temperature limit for free energy is found to be 

identical to that of the diagrammatic method (Table 1 of ref. 1). 

v. High Temperature Limit of <~j~kj> to 0(~4) 
,.. ... 

+ '\ 2 The finite temperature contributions to <Akj,Akj> to 0(" ) were 
,.. -

derived in Chapter Three and their connection to MSD shown (see Eq.(3.0.a)~ 

By the same method, the finite temperature contributions to O( A 4) for 

+ 
<Ak.'~j> could be determined from the self energy expressions derived in ... J _ 

this chapter. However, on the grounds the importance of the O().. 4) 

contributions to MSD can be demonstrated only in the HT limit (or classical 

limit) by simulation methods (Molecular Dynamics) the derivation of 

+ 
<Akj'~j> was done in the HT limit only, thus avoiding numerous, tedious 

,.. -
in tegra tions. 

The derivation of all the HT limit contributions to <~j'~j> requires 
... .... 

the following steps to be performed: 

(1) The spectral relation of Eq. (4.72) is used where in this case 

ie) is obtained from the WI: j , ~,,~Z kjj"; c.J)~ G{ j" «~)O 
((#:t_GcJ~j) J l ) ... 

G' (w + 

which 

are derived in Chapter Four. The limit GV ---> 0 is also taken for all 
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self energy expressions (t. (.!jj";W» that are W dependent. The need 

to use this particular expression for G' (W + i E-) follows from 

simultaneously solving the Fourier transformed equations of motion of 

Gtj'(t - t') and aaj'(t - t') for Gtj'(GV). - ,.... -
(2) Each contributing result from step (1) is substituted into the t --> t' 

limit of Eq. (2.8.a). 

Following this procedure, all the contributions (for a Bravais lattice) 

+ to the T --> &J() limit of <Akj '~j> are given by: ,... ,.... 
(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Jc.' ... J 

;j<:f)I!} 

~ fi fJ 

V'( 1,"112,"2'-~h~jl 
w, W.,t W~i WISJ/ 

vS"( 1,;,,3)'" /sJ~ I! {)V 3(-I,-2,-3) 

~ wJ. W:z W.!i W!l" 

v'( 1,2.,-~j ) VS(-I,-2) 3,-3)tJ 'i 
WI WJ.. W" W~J W~ j/ 



(6) 
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V'(:t13,-kj)V3(-.11-3)~il() V r"'/fJ~,I)"J,I!J? 
WI w}, W3 W~i., wJ5.J'IN!!.;,' . 

VY(I,..tJ 3J -~J') V3(-2,-3)Y) V3{-1,-~J5J') 
WI Wl. W3 W" wL'J wj!J/ 
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(14) 

~ (-J.m(:...:L..:7' z.. \.{J(I,~,-;{<j}\l r-I, -213/1) V3(-3j~,~1 
J<. • I<J' 1J..3 11 ,. j ,. j ,.. • 

.... J ~ I-' 1,2.)3/1 "'VI (JJ1. (#3 VV'f W!:J W~i' 

(15) 

~ .... J .... J 

(16) 

(4.74) 

The MSD diagrams are also related to the free energy diagrams and are obtained 

by inserting a cross (X) on the connected lines in the free energy diagrams. 

This will produce 14 distinct diagrams. 

From a comparison of the procedures used in the preceding sections to 

find the HT limit of both F and <A~"~j> one observes that the results for 
_J .... 

F (reference 1, Table 1) can be modified as follows to produce the results for 

+ 
<Akj'~j> given in (4.74). 

.... -
(1) The factor of .k... ,L etc. in the equation of motion of Hkjj' (t - t') 

'If 1£- ,... 
must be included. 

(2) The sum over kj and the condition j = j' are both removed. ,.. 
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(3) There is a change of sign for each term. This results from applying the 

spectral relation of Eq. (4.72) followed by the t ---~ t' limit of Eq. 

(2.8.a) to 
j'j" + 

Gk (AJ)O in the case of <Akj'~j> rather 
..... -WJ;jj 

j'j" than to Gk (bJ)O when deriving F • 
.... 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Discussion 

The self energy diagrams used throughout Chapter Four as a bookkeeping 

device for the numerous terms arising from considering all the possible 

decoupling schemes are in theory non-essential when the equation of motion 

method is applied to complicated Hamiltonians. Without them, however, in 

practise the grouping of the self energy contributions derived to 0()\4) would 

be much more difficult. The compact notations found for E1 (W) and D1(tU) in 

Eq.'s (4.4) and (4.6) respectively were of enormous use in limiting the number 

of terms that had to be considered. Furthermore,the simple relations observed 

between Ei('V) (i = 1, ••• , 8) Green's functions and similar relations between 

D1(tJ), ••• , D4(~) Green's functions simplified the work in Chapter Four. 

It is worth noting the success of the consistent treatment of both the 

"commutator terms" arising in E1(W) and the term that is obtained from 

rearranging the operators in E2(1,q1,q2,-~j';oJ) to give E4(q1,q2,1,~j';~) 

(see Eq. 4.47). In order to make both of these terms of 0()\4), the 

correlation functions are substituted to 0()\2) in the commutator terms and 

the Green's function in Eq. (4.47) are also substituted to o( A 2). 

Consider first the effect on the commutator terms. When the 

~2 + contributions that are of O( 1\ ) in the solution of the <A1A2> type 

correlation functions (given in Eq. (3.29) and Eq. (3.32» are subs ti tu ted, 

the resulting terms can be identified with renormalized type diagrams. When 
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Jjq 
these terms are multiplied by ;; G]S (w) (see pages U,J-~), they can 

~ J~N-
J'I G/( (w) -be combined with the explicit anharmonic contributions to the same 

renormalized diagrams. For the two renormalized diagrams arising in the V4 

term in the Fourier transformed equation of motion of ~j'(t - t'), viz., -
the above procedure of combining terms leads to 

results for these instantaneous phonon processes. 

+ Substituting for the <A1A2> type correlation function (evaluated in the 

harmonic approximation) into the solution for E1{~)' found in the V3 and V4 

terms in the equation of motion 

1:. l(' 
multiplying by J'I G! (w) ) 

1: GJ:, ...... 
J'I ~ (W) 

respectively. The contribution 

of Hij'(t - t'), will lead to (after 

the bubble and loop diagrams of O( A 2) 

to the "commutator terms" from the mixed 

correlation functions found in C4 , Cs and C6 in the solution of E1(~) cancels 

with the exception of a surviving contribution from the Z3 term in the 

3 solution for the V term in the Fourier transformed equation of motion of 
.. , 
~ J (t - t') (see Eq. ( 4.50 ». However, this term cancels wi th the resul t 
.-

sj' that is obtained from substituting the harmonic approximation for G k (~) 

3~ 4 in Eq. (4.47). Furthermore, the contributions obtained from the V V and V 

interactions of Eq. (3.16), when substituted into Eq. (4.47), produce terms 

that cancel with those contributions which are of lower order in temperature 

in the HT limit for the following repeated type diagrams:~ 
1!-J J!{ 

and~. 

~j ~f 
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One method of checking whether the self energy contributions derived in 

Chapter Four are correct is that when the limit T -)~, W -) 0 (HT limit) 

is taken, there is a dependency on the phonon frequencies similar to those of 

+ <~j'~j> given in Eq. (4.74). In order to get the above limit and phonon 

frequency dependence correctly for the more complicated diagrams arising in 

the V3 term in the equation of motion of H~j'(t - t'), it was necessary to -
find a contribution with the same naturally arising vertices from both the X3 

and Y3 terms that contain El{ql,q2,1,:!tj';~) and E1{ql,q2,2,-!j';W) 

respectively. To simply relabel a Y3 contribution as an X3 contribution to 

produce the same vertices in order to combine the terms would destroy the 

necessary dependence on~ljl and~2j2 that is required to give the proper HT 

limit. In the HT limit, any expressions that explicitly contain ~ in the 

numerator are of course zero as the HT limit phonon frequency shift is 

obtained from taking the limit ~ -) O. More generally, all terms that 

arise from Green's functions that contain one or more B type operators can be 

shown to be zero in the HT limit. 

One of the goals of this thesis was to examine the results of all 

possible decoupling schemes that arise in the equation of motion method for an 

anharmonic crystal to 0()\4) and to then interpret them. Although this was in 

fact accomplished, some of the self energy diagrams to 0(A4 ) that do not 

contribute to a crystal where each atom is on a site of inversion symmetry, 

.!±, and were not individually enumerated 

in this thesis. This resulted from ignoring one of the decoupling 
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possibilities for the four operator Green's functions arising in the solution 

of Dl (W) to O( A) that does not contribute to a Bravais lattice. A 

theoretical treatment of a crystal where each atom is not on a site of 

inversion symmetry must necessarily consider this decoupling possibility in 

detail. 

Finally the decoupling procedure used for five operator Green's 

functions, viz., decoupling them into a three operator correlation function 

and a two operator Green's function or a two operator correlation function and 

a three operator Green's function is not inconsistent with Wick's theorem (see 

Appendix A). This is because, in the solution for the three operator Green's 

functions or the three operator correlation functions, the decoupling of a 

four operator Green's function into a product of a two operator Green's 

function and a two operator correlation function is performed. This 

decoupling procedure can then be considered as a two step process. 
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CONCLUSION 

A consistent set of decoupling procedures and the Van Hove ordering 

parameter (A) for the anharmonic crystal Hamiltonian have been used in 

generating the one phonon Green's function to 0(1\4) by the Zubarev equation 

of motion method. All decoupling possibilities that arise in this method have 

been interpreted with the assistance of the one phonon self energy diagrams. 

Finite temperature expressions have been determined for the one phonon self 

energy to O()\4) for a crystal in which every atom is on a site of inversion 

symmetry. In order to provide a check of their correctness, free energy 

expressions derived from the self energy expressions have been found to agree 

in the HT limit with those obtained from the diagrammatic method. 1 

Expressions for the correlation functions that are related to the MSD have 

4 been ded ved to 0 (r. ) in the HT limi t. 
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Appendix A: 15 Wick's Theorem 

If the operators 0l(t), 02(t), ••• , 0n(t), O(t') are of the same 

statistics (Bose Einstein in this thesis), the Green's function 

«Ol(t), 02(t), ••• , 0n(t); O(t'»~can be decoupled as follows: 

<<. 0 0 0 0" ...... 0 (t)· O(t~)) 
123 I It) ,... 

:: <0, OJ >« OJ 0'( ••••• On (t) j oct/) »),.. 
.,. < 0, 03'>« O~ Ott .•.•• 01} (t ))' O(t~) »r 
t <0,0'1)« Ool °3 , •••• On ((;)j O(t~) »,.. . . . . . 

(Al) 

This decoupling process can be repeated for the lower order Green's functions 

that arise in Eq. (Al). 
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Appendix B: Evaluation of Mixed Correlation Functions 

In the diagonal approximation, viz. j --> j', the Green's function 

G~~:(tu) can be solved to give the following expression, valid to any --
order of anharmonicity: 

(Bl) 

where 7fkj(~) is the diagonal contribution to self energy. The last term in 
.... 

the denominator of Eq. (Bl) renormalizes the frequencies that are allowed in 

the harmonic approximation and suggests writing (Bl) as: 

where E k' is the renormalized frequency • 
.... J 

(B2) 

From Eq. (B2) and the spectral relation of Eq. (2.10.a) the spectral 

(B3) 
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d By applying the operator iar to both sides of Eq. (2.8.a) we get 

Substituting the expression for J~~: «(j/)~ . given in Eq. (B3) into the 
-- '~J 

t --> t' limit of Eq. (B4) and simplifying yields 

The result in Eq. (B5) is exactly the same as would be obtained from 

substituting the harmonic approximation for Jaa:«(LI)e . which is given 

-- ~J by: 

JJ' J ,(W)O -
/<.K ,...-

(B4) 

(B5) 

(B6) 

into the t --> t' limit of Eq. (B4). From this equivalence it is clear that 

in the diagonal approximation there is no anharmonic contribution to the 

+ correlation function <Ak'j,Bkj >. - - + Consider the nondiagonal representation of <Ak'j,Bkj >. Substituting 
2 j' , ,.. .... 

the two contributions of O()\) for Jk~'(W), which are given in Eq's. --(3.29) and (3.32), into the t --> t' limit of Eq. (B4) yields zero in both 
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cases. It is hoped that all the nondiagonal anharmonic contributions to 

+ <Ak'j,Bko> would be zero and the harmonic result would remain as the only 
_ .... J 

+ contribution. In this thesis the result for <Ak'j,Bkj > was only required in - .... 
the harmonic approximation except for the "commutator terms" in the solution 

of Ei(uv) (i = 1, 2, ••• , 8) where the solution was required to O()\2). To 

these orders the result of Eq. (B5) has been confirmed for the nondiagonal 

representation. 

From the appropriate commutator relation of Eq. (3.4) the following is 

obtained: 

(B7) 

+ From Eq's. (B7) and (B5) it is now apparent that terms of the form <A1B2> + 

<B2A~> do not contribute to at least O(i\2). 
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APPENDIX C 

The following is a summary of the contributions to the one phonon self 

energy to 0()\4) for a crystal in which every atom is at a site of inversion 

symmetry. The number of the equation in the main text where each contribution 

was identified and the associated self energy diagram are also given. 

,1- V'(II-I, 1}-1.) ~J~' -[j) ~A{ 
1)2. 
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S J R ( ",11 3) 1- S, S.t S3 f<. /( 0/, ,'l J 3 ) 

• + S2. M3 ~ (,/fjw) t 51S2 "112. (', Y)· 4J) 

r 3j It/J./' ( I, If iW) t S, Sj N.2 ,{ (~ If/a)) 
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12) 

~ &) E'f,{ <{..n ) 
~i ~J/ 

Y.£ L- V3(J/~)_~j) V 3(3, tJ,-.z) Vf(_~"'~_I) ~JQ) 
t 3 S,,-li,S3, (fA) _ K/ W, -.(~ ~ ) 

-<I J ,(~) 
/, ~/31 'I 

:Jot} R (3, ", 2.) 

• t- (~ rot,-<',2 SJ )( S,A1lVy r ~ "1 ~ t ~ ~ 1 r J;{ ~) 
:L (w-s; ~ ---s. w~ -J.J ~) 

13) 
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IS) 

r--___ ....---.~- , 13,;< (0/. (~ ) 
-:-~"'j---1l ___ ....) ~ J / 

!3E L V:3 ( "~J "",f'j) V '1(...,,-2/1.) r ) V3(-! if, s) tt) V ~f.1) -~ IJ 1/) 
~ 'f I, 2,3) ~j$' 

• 

• "(I, ";W) 1(:/, 'I/ W ) WJ:Jr . 

(W~-WJ. ) 
~Jr 

~~ 
I)." 1: 
"If If S, )~,~' 

.(, ).(~) 

I) 2., S,ll, JS-

> , EG.. ( Y. ,S' ) 
~J' , 

vY,,?I,:!<j) V3(f"J.t'I-~ {(J'111%j ~ -.&..{s-)V3(,:3"~-2) 
(w- .(/~ -~ W.t) 
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/ 

SJ R( tj 'IJ 2) t- S;; S3 f( (~ 1/, .2) 

.,..(~ ~ t- ~ ItJtt )" (3Jr/ fA) ) 

In the preceding the notation 1, 2, ••• n represents ~ljl' !2j 2' ••• , 

~njn' The expressions f 1(1,2;Gv), f 2(1,2;DU), R(1,2,3), R'(1,2,3) and Nl are 

given in equations (3.11.b), (3.11.b), (3.33), (4.35) and (3.13) respectively. 
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